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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
ADHD Assessment, Consultation, & Treatment Program
NSU Site
August 2019
ADHD Assessment, Consultation, & Treatment Program
College of Psychology
3301 College Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33314
Daivd Reitman, Ph.D.
reitmand@nova.edu











PSY 1408, PSY 1409,




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st year: 10 hours, 2nd: 15 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: PSC clinic training, Intensive training (24 hours) in assessment and treatment will occur during the summer (1-2 weeks 
before fall semester begins) prior to beginning the practicum.  
Other Required Training Prerequisites: Required Courses: Child and Adolescent Psychopathology (PSY 1408), Professional Issues and Ethics (PSY 
1409).  Assessment: Intelligence Testing (PSY 1501), Diversity in Assessment (PSY 1605). General: Good assessment skills (or a willingness to develop 
these skills) are required. Report writing skills are vital. It would be helpful to have some familiarity with behavioral, cognitive-behavioral, and family 
systems models.  Students are expected to take their clinical duties seriously, including attention to routine clinic details (e.g., file management) and client 
contact (e.g., practicing to the highest ethical standards, being on time and prepared for clinic sessions, etc.). 
Suggested prerequisites: Courses and/or Experience in Behavioral Assessment  and Treatment, Parent Focused Interventions (PSY 4692), Child and 
Adolescent Development (PSY 1405), Behavioral Assessment (PSY 2509), Child and Adolescent Intervention (PSY 2604), Case Conceptualization (PSY 
2606) [These courses can be taken concurrently with the practicum]. Experiences working with children in diverse settings (e.g., schools, extracurricular 
activities such as sports or summer camps). 
Attendance at specific meetings: Weekly group supervision at scheduled by semester.  Individual supervision to be scheduled.  Usually on Monday 
afternoons. 
Other requirements: Reliable transportation. 
List specific evening hours required: Yes 
# Direct clinical contact hours/week: About 4-7 hours depending upon practicum year 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): One supervisor.  Supervision held in group (2-3 hours) and individual format (1 hour) each 
week. Multiple opportunities for modeling, role-play, observation and feedback of various clinical skills will also occur throughout the practicum. 
AACT serves children, adolescents, and young adults that demonstrate behavioral problems 
consistent with a "diagnosis" of ADHD.  Many children also meet DSM-IV criteria for 
Oppositional Defiant Disorder or Conduct Disorder. Because many children exhibiting 
externalizing symptoms also experience internalizing problems (e.g., anxiety and mood 
disorders, etc.), clinical experiences are quite diverse. Empirically-supported forms of 
assessment and treatment are emphasized and those seeking to conduct research in 
conjunction with their clinical activities will be encouraged to present and publish their work. 
Finally, the behavior-family systems orientation of the clinic will also provide opportunities for 
the student to develop adult psychotherapy (with parents) and consultation (with teachers 
and other professionals) skills. Students participating in this clinic will receive training in 
report writing, treatment planning, and develop strong therapy skills. Training is intended to 
prepare the student for a successful CCE defense. Opportunities exist to deliver parent 
training, staff training, and provide consultation in a variety of settings. 
Toddlers, Children, Adolescents, College Students                             
Individual, Family, Group (occasionally), Consultation, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Psychoeducational, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Personality (limited to special cases)
Behavior-analytic/cognitive-behavioral/Systems
✔ 6








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
 1st year practicum students: __ __
 2nd year practicum students: __ __
 Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Adolescent Drug Abuse Prevention & Treatment (ADAPT)
NSU Site
August 2019
Adolescent Drug Abuse Prevention and Treatment
College of Psychology
3301 College Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314














Prior experience with adolescents. 
✔
7
Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum (Note: for 1st year and elective students 
the number of hours should range from 10 to 15 per week; and 15 to 20 per week for 
second year students. Note: the only thing that takes precedent over practicum hours are 
College of Psychology doctoral class hours): _____________________________________
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS (200 words or less): 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (200 words or less):





Read and Check  Per Your Site's Ability to Meet the Following Requirements: Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) the intervention or therapy at your agency consists 
of at least 5 sessions, one of which can be the assessment; and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
YES      NO
1st year: 13 hours, 2nd year: 20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: PSC Clinic Training. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Two 2-hour ADAPT  trainings with coordinator and supervisor. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Small group supervision and staff meetings TBA. 
Other requirements: Foreign language skills are desirable. 
List specific evening hours required: Yes, based on the operating hours of PSC. 
# Direct clinical contact hours/week: Individual and family psychotherapy sessions 5-7 hours per 
week (1st practicum), 7-9 hours (2nd practicum).  Intake evaluations of new clients 2 ½- 3 hours. 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): One supervisor per student for a 
total of 1 hour per week of individual supervision. Two hour monthly group supervision (may be 
assigned more often).  One hour staff meeting includes case assignment and training 
opportunities.
The Adolescent Drug Abuse Prevention and Treatment program serves adolescents 
who have been arrested for minor offenses and have substance abuse problems, or 
are at risk for developing such problems.  Services include individual, parent training, 
and family therapy.  Training in cognitive-behavioral, family systems, experiential and 
social-learning theory approaches is provided.  Students are required to attend weekly 
supervision and weekly staff meetings.
   Children, Adolescents, Adults                           
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Forensic
Eclectic, Cognitive, Gestalt, Dynamic, Behavioral, Humanistic, Systems
✔ 8








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
 1st year practicum students: __ __
 2nd year practicum students: __ __
 Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 






3301 College Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314


















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum (Note: for 1st year and elective students 
the number of hours should range from 10 to 15 per week; and 15 to 20 per week for 
second year students. Note: the only thing that takes precedent over practicum hours are 
College of Psychology doctoral class hours): _____________________________________
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS (200 words or less): 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (200 words or less):





Read and Check  Per Your Site's Ability to Meet the Following Requirements: Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) the intervention or therapy at your agency consists 
of at least 5 sessions, one of which can be the assessment; and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
YES      NO
1st year: 10-12 hours, 2nd year: 16-18 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: PSC Clinic Training Orientation(typically last two Fridays in August ,9AM-5PM) 
Required Training Prerequisites: Suggested prerequisites: Experience with chronic mental illness, crisis intervention, 
psychopharmacology and substance abuse.  
Attendance at specific meetings: Case Conference Friday’s 12:30PM-2:30PM, alternating weeks;  90 minute weekly small group 
supervision with resident and/or interns 
Other requirements: Reliable transportation. 
List specific evening hours required: Yes; at least one late night; clinic hours open till 9PM 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Case conferences, training seminars and a minimum of one hour of face 
to face supervision are provided from an integrated conceptual framework representing a rich variety of orientations including dynamic, 
cognitive, interpersonal, humanistic and psychoeducational.  Students will receive a minimum of one hour of individual and/or group 
supervision per week.   
ASP facilitates an open-ended process group weekly on Monday evenings from 7-8:30PM. Interested trainees for this training 
opportunity to co-lead should be familiar with group theory(ie Yalom), preferably have taken a group theory class, and will be able to 
commit for a one year period. Four co-facilitators are selected each year(competitive), trainees interested must observe group weekly for 
three months prior to the formal practicum beginning. 
Prefer 1-2 Bilingual English/Spanish Trainees to work with our Spanish speaking clients 
Prefer 1-2 Male Trainees
Adult Services provides treatment to a broad spectrum of adult clients ranging from mild 
to moderately impaired conditions. Clients typically present with a symptom profile of 
anxiety, depression, life cycle adjustment/transition issues along with co-occurring 
personality traits/features which may impact interpersonal functioning The treatment 
model is a bio-psychosocial approach utilizing a comprehensive biopsychosocial 
evaluation, individual and group psychotherapy, as well as case management 
interventions.   Adult Services therapy interventions are integrative with both 
conceptualization and treatment and will include evidenced based protocols of CBT, 
IPT, ACT , TLDP along with psychodynamically-informed approaches.
 Adults, Older Adults              
Individual, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples (often by resident/interns), Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence
Integrative - Cognitive, Dynamic, Interpersonal, Behavioral, Humanistic, Systems
✔ 10








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 






3301 College Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314

















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st year: 10 hours, 2nd year: 15 hours
Required Training Prerequisites: PSY4669 with Dr. Thayer over the summer prior to beginning ATC. 
Students will also be provided with mandatory reading and training materials to be completed over 
summer. Students are expected to take their clinical duties seriously, including attention to routine clinic 
details (e.g., file management; documentation), quality client contact (e.g., practicing to the highest 
ethical standards, being on time and prepared for clinic sessions, etc.), and being prepared for 
supervision. 1-2 ATC orientation days in August, same week as PSC orientation days. 
Other requirements: Outside reading (e.g., books, manuals) will be required so that the student can 
function as a full member of the assessment and treatment team. Integrated report writing time as 
needed.  
List specific evening hours required: Generally required, but students are free to schedule as they wish. 
Supervision Requirements: Mandatory case conference as a group (1 hour weekly) and individual 
supervision (1.5 hours weekly). Supervision times will be coordinated based on schedule availability. 
The Anxiety Treatment Center (ATC) provides state-of-the-art anxiety diagnosis, assessment, and 
treatment for adults with anxiety and other comorbid psychiatric and/or medical conditions. ATC specializes 
in the treatment of panic, social anxiety, GAD, specific phobias, and OCD. Students may also treat 
comorbid depressive disorders, personality disorders, trauma/PTSD, and alcohol/substance use problems. 
Anxiety disorders are a common and serious health problem which are often chronic and debilitating in 
nature. Fortunately, evidence-based treatments have been successful in treating these disorders. Students 
will be trained in the most current manualized treatments which provide a nice structure for new clinicians. 
Training in culturally-sensitive, individually-tailored, recovery-oriented treatment is also emphasized. 
Students have the opportunity to learn CBT, ERP, ACT, DBT, PE, and CPT. Students will also be trained in 
several evidence-based diagnostic and other assessment measures (e.g., SCID-5, ADIS-5, WAIS-IV, 
MoCA, etc.). Students will learn to administer, score, interpret measures, and write integrated reports. 
Students will learn effective documentation/writing, treatment planning, and develop strong clinical skills. 
Training is intended to prepare students for a successful CCE defense and successful internship 
placement. Opportunities exist to assess and treat patients in Spanish, deliver talks to the community, and 
participate in any ongoing research projects.  
Adults (age 18+)                          












TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Biofeedback and Health Psychology Center
NSU Site
August 2019
Biofeedback and Health Psychology Center
College of Psychology














Good assessment and 




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
Mandatory Training Sessions: 2 full days for PSC orientation and at least 4 training sessions for BHPC (additional sessions are 
generally needed for training in biofeedback assessment/techniques). 
Required Training Prerequisites: It would be helpful to have familiarity with cognitive-behavioral treatments. However, training in 
this will take place. Students are expected to take their clinical duties seriously, including attention to routine clinic details (e.g., 
file management) and client contact (e.g., practicing to the highest ethical standards, being on time and prepared for clinic 
sessions, etc.).
Attendance at specific meetings: Program staff and group supervision meetings: TBD
Other requirements: One of Health Psychology courses [e.g., Health Psychology, Pediatrics] should be completed or anticipated 
to be completed before beginning practicum. Some knowledge of assessment techniques used in evaluation of 
psychophysiological/psychological disorders and treatment outcomes is helpful. Some knowledge of relaxation techniques and 
cognitive behavioral therapy will be very helpful. 
List specific evening hours required: None required, but some available and recommended to be available 1-2 evenings. 
Supervision Requirements (Individual, group, time, day): Average of 1.5 individual/group supervision hours per week. 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases.
Y       
Program offers psychological evaluation, intervention, and consultation for the optimum 
management of an ongoing health related concern as well as for the optimum 
maintenance of a healthy lifestyle.  Biofeedback and other health psychology 
interventions can be provided to assist individuals with the management of a chronic 
disease, headaches and other types of chronic pain, healthy eating and exercise, 
changing health compromising behaviors, coping with aversive medical/dental 
procedures, and overall health promotion.  When indicated and with appropriate release 
of information, interaction with the clients’ significant others and/or other health care 
providers can be encouraged. 
1st year: 10-12 hours, 2nd year: 12-15 hours
                 Adults, Older Adults, occasional Child and Adolescent                    
Individual, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Behavioral/Cognitive, Biopsychosocial, Intelligence, Physiological, Personality
Cognitive/Behavioral, Behavioral Medicine, Eclectic
✔ 14








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Child, Adolescent, and Family Services (CAFS)
NSU Site
August 2019
Child Adolescent and Family Services (CAFS)
College of Psychology
















Basic understanding of 




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st year: 10 hours, 2nd year: 15 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Two full days of general Psychology Services Center clinic orientation (usually two full 
Fridays scheduled by clinical director) and one half day for CAFS specific training scheduled by the CAFS coordinator.  
Required Training Prerequisites: basic understanding of therapeutic intervention with children, adolescents and families; 
basic knowledge of personality and cognitive assessment of children; willingness and ability to relate to persons from 
diverse backgrounds; sensitivity to family issues.  
Suggested prerequisites: Basic knowledge of administration and interpretation of cognitive and personality measures for 
children (i.e., WISC-V, WJIV, Achenbach, CAT, TAT, MMPI-A); basic knowledge of behavior therapy, play therapy and 
projective therapeutic techniques for children; empathy for the difficulties children face in development as well as factors 
which have a positive impact. 
REQUIRED Attendance at specific meetings:  Biweekly two-hour case conference scheduled alternating Fridays, 1-3pm.  
Other requirements: Maintenance of accurate case records, some case management is required. Present cases at 
staffing.  
List specific evening hours required:  afternoons and evenings required 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): 1 hour of individual supervision
This program provides individual, group and family therapy to children, adolescents and 
their families. The population ranges from children with initial symptoms of emotional 
disturbance to children who are so disturbed they require intensive treatment. Overall, 
students who have an interest in childhood disorders would benefit from training in this 
program. Additional training includes case conference, practice in assessment and 
consultation/ liaison with outside agencies.
                        Children, Adolescents, Adults               
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Biopsychosocial, Intelligence
Eclectic, Behavioral, Cognitive, Systems, Play Therapy
✔ 16








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Child & Adolescent Traumatic Stress Program (CATSP)
NSU Site
August 2019
Child & Adolescent Traumatic Stress Program - Nova
Center for Psychological Services
3301 College Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314



















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases.
Y       
1st year: 10-15 hours, 2nd year: 15-18 hours
Required course enrollment by the Fall start of the academic year: Pediatric Psychology, Play therapy elective. One of these two courses 
are required. 
Mandatory Training Sessions: Supervision and training sessions are required approximately 1 month prior to start date. Mandatory 
attendance at NSU PSC Orientation.  
Required Training Prerequisites: Helpful to have knowledge in psychodynamic and/or family systems and/or behavior therapy. Important 
to be self-confident, mature, responsible, open, highly motivated, dedicated, and receptive to supervision, as well as available to put in 
extra hours. Outside work must not be the student's first priority.  
Attendance at specific meetings:  Program meetings once every 2 weeks are required.  
Other requirements: Practicum site is eclectic in its orientation.  Only students who are flexible and open-minded in this approach to 
human behavior should apply.  Outside readings are required. Forensic involvement (e.g. writing reports, testifying in court) may be 
required. Other requirements: Must dress professionally including no piercings except for ears (and not multiple earrings), no visible 
tattoos, and only hair color found in nature (e.g. blonde hair OK but not yellow hair, naturally looking red hair color OK but not crayon red). 
No excessive make-up 
List specific evening hours required: Evenings Required.  
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day) Supervision: Group as determined by supervisor’s schedule. 
Students must be in good standing: never been released from a previous practicum for poor clinical skills or behavior, and no academic 
grades lower than a "B"
CATSP serves children and adolescents (and their families) who demonstrate symptoms of a traumatic stress  
reaction in response to a variety of traumatic events child abuse, natural disasters man-made disasters, etc. In 
addition we serve children (and their families) who are surviving their parents contentious divorce. 
Consequently there Ii a forensic element involved with this practicum. The majority of children have 
experienced sexual physical and/or psychological abuse and neglect. Many have witnessed traumatic events  
including domestic violence. Most meet DSM-5 criteria for PTSD and many have somatic symptoms (enuresis. 
encopresIs, eating feeding problems, mood disorders. etc.). Some clients and their families are also receiving 
psychological treatment for medically diagnosed illnesses.  
 
 Practicum students will conduct individual and family therapy including parent-child reunification therapy and 
parent effectiveness training. They also will conduct psychological testing. Students may work closely with 
G.A.L s and the court system and may be required to testify. Clinicians In training will be responsible for 
monitoring treatment progress and giving the required assessment measures.  
 
Monthly didactic session attendance is required as well as weekly program coordinators' meetings. 
                              Infants, Children, Adolescents, Adults                                                           
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Biopsychosocial, Intelligence, Forensic
Eclectic, Behavioral, Behavioral Medicine,  Psychodynamic, Cognitive, Humanistic, Systems, Play therapy
✔ 18








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 




Interpersonal Family Violence Program
College of Psychology
3301 College Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314














First and second year




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st year: 12-14 hours, 2nd year: 15-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: PSC clinic training 
Required Training Prerequisites: Suggested prerequisites: Group facilitator experience or course 
work in group psychotherapy. Prior contact with clinical populations. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Individual supervision to be scheduled with Dr. Van Hasselt. 
Small group supervision TBS.  
Other requirements: Foreign language skills are desirable. 
List specific evening hours required: Required. 
# Direct clinical contact hours/week: Individual psychotherapy sessions – 10 hours. Intake 
evaluations of new clients 3 hours. Psycho-educational groups 1.5 to 2 hours.  
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 2.5-5 weekly hours of supervision 
and training; 1 hr/week individual supervision with Program Director; 2-3 hours case conference 
training and staff meetings. 
The Family Violence Program serves adult victims and batterers involved in abusive 
relationships.  Services include individual therapy for victims of abuse and/or other forms 
of trauma. Individual therapy is also available for those who struggle with anger 
management. Extensive training concerning victimization issues is provided in addition 
to training in cognitive-behavioral, family systems, experiential, and social-learning 
theory approaches.  Students are required to attend weekly staff meetings and 
supervision.  Training is available in forensic assessment of clients.
 Adults, Older Adults       
Individual, Crisis Intervention, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Forensic
Eclectic, Cognitive, Gestalt, Dynamic, Behavioral, Humanistic
✔ 20








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 




Forensic Psychology Practicum - Nova
College of Psychology 
3301 College Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314




















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
Students will be assigned to several different treatment facilities to administer full 
batteries of psychological tests to assist in treatment planning. Students will also work 
with the Legal Aid and Guardian ad Litem programs, conducting assessments and 
consulting with attorneys about custody, termination of parental rights, and family 
issues.  They will also participate in assessment and treatment programs at the Juvenile 
Detention Facility, Broward Jails, West Palm Beach Jail, Krome Detention Center, and 
Atlantic Shores Hospital. Some treatment opportunities at private prison exit facility. 
Research opportunities are available within some of these settings. 
2nd year: 15-20 hours, EL: 20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Yes, dates set during summer.  If yes describe: Wednesday afternoons from 12:00 to 2:00 PM all 
semester. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Must have skills in formal and informal assessment techniques and training in cognitive, 
personality testing, and forensic testing in particular.  Neuropsychological testing is helpful but not essential.  Therapy 
opportunities are possible.  Good communication skills, interest in the legal system, particularly criminal and juvenile cases.  
Skills working with children are encouraged, but not required. Ability to work with a sometimes arbitrary and capricious setting 
with little control over court requirements. Must have transportation to get to sites. 
Suggested prerequisites: Administration, scoring and interpretation of MMPI-2, PAI, WAIS-3/4, Rorschach (preferred), TAT 
(preferred), trauma scales, course in forensic psychology helpful, especially criminal law. 
Attendance at specific meetings  Wednesday from 12:00 to 2:00 PM. Individual and group supervision. Multi-disciplinary and 
trans-disciplinary staffing; court observations and testimony at times.  
Other requirements: Students may be asked to make biopsychosocial case presentations and encourage to engage in research. 
Acceptance through successful interviews only for non-forensic concentration students.  
List specific evening hours required: None but possible in some sites. 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Both individual and group supervision are available from clinical 
psychologists experienced in the areas of psychology/mental health/law.
                              Infants, Children, Adolescents, Adults, Older Adults, Other     
Individual, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-8 months)
ersonality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Forensic, Neuropsychology
Eclectic, Cognitive, Dynamic, Behavioral, Systems, Forensic
✔ 22








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Healthy Lifestyles Guided Self-Change Program (GSC)
NSU Site
July 2019
Healthy Lifestyles Guided Self-Change (GSC) Program - Nova
College of Psychology/Psychology Services Center
3301 College Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314















Substance Use, Health, and Mental Health




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote   t e num er of ours s ou d 
ran e from  to  er eek  eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases.
Y       
The Healthy Lifestyles Guided Self-Change (GSC) Program offers an outpatient evidence-based cognitive-behavioral 
motivational intervention for individuals ages 14 and older who are concerned with their use of alcohol, drugs, cigarettes, 
gambling, internet, food, or lifestyle issues such as eating, exercising, sleep or increasing motivation. Guided 
Self-Change, an evidence-based program developed in 1984, is non-confrontational and emphasizes helping people 
help themselves. Individuals evaluate their motivation to change and develop their own individualized change plans. 
Guided Self-Change (GSC) treatment is listed on the American Psychological Association’s (APA) Division 12 (Society of 
Clinical Psychology) Empirically Supported Treatments (EST) website. It is not a 12-Step program.  
Practicum experiences will include assessment for substance use, gambling, and lifestyle issues including primary sleep 
disorders, and weight control; conducting individual and group treatment; case conferences; and smoking cessation 
services. On occasion, couples therapy sessions can also be provided for clients in the program. Group therapy services 
are conducted for homeless individuals with substance use problems at the Broward Outreach Center in Hollywood on 
Thursdays from 5 to 8 pm. Other opportunities include: (a) providing group smoking cessation services through the Area 
Health Education Center (HPD) Quit Smoking Now program; (b) providing healthy lifestyle services to community 
programs (e. g., National Alcohol Screening Day; Employee Wellness Challenges); (c) participation in several half to full 
day health fairs for the program. All students must do a community project that is intended to better advertise the 
services of this program. The GSC Coordinator must approve such efforts. All services are available in Spanish as well 
as English.
 10 - 16 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: From September through December, 6 hours (9 am to 3 pm) of group 
supervision on Tuesdays, plus individual supervision as required; from January through August, 4 hours (4 pm 
to 8 pm) of group supervision on Tuesdays, plus 30 min once a week of individual supervision as required. 
MUST have Tuesday hours free to accommodate the Tuesday trainings. Also, intensive training will be 
conducted all day Monday through Thursday the week before fall classes start. Attendance is also mandatory 
for training on Fridays from 9 am - 5 pm beginning with August start of Fall semester and through the end of 
October.  
Required Training Prerequisites: PSY 4668 is a concurrent requisite in Winter 2020 for this practicum. 
Attendance at specific meetings: See above. 
Other requirements: Because sessions are run with smokers and the contract from HPD says current smokers 
cannot run sessions, students cannot use any tobacco products during the 12 month practicum. If this occurs, 
the student has to drop out of the practicum. Because some groups and smoking cessations classes are off 
campus a car or other transportation is needed. Participation in Health Fairs through out the year is required.
Adults, Older Adults, Adolescents, College Students                                                               
Outpatient Individual (time limited); Group
Behavioral and Cognitive
Cognitive Behavioral; Behavioral Medicine; Mindfulness-based Interventions, Motivational Interviewing
✔ 24








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Intensive Psychodynamic Psychotherapy Clinic (IPPC)
NSU Site
August 2019
Intensive Psychodynamic Psychotherapy Clinic (IPPC) Nova
College of Psychology
3301 College Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314



















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
IPPC provides diagnostic and in-depth treatment services to clients with moderate to severe 
characterological disorders who would benefit optimally from a more intensive psychodynamic treatment 
modality. These include adults, adolescents, and families with neurotic conditions and characterological 
disorders including narcissistic and borderline states. The clinic strives to meet the need for intensive 
psychotherapy with this population by offering frequent sessions and a lengthier therapeutic experience. 
Treatment will emphasize the use of a variety of techniques derived from modern and traditional dynamic 
theories including ego-psychology, self-psychology, object-relations, drive-psychology and others. The 
goal of therapy will be to increase the patient's understanding of the etiology and motivation of 
symptomatology, the dynamics that maintain the symptoms that interfere with their productivity, and the 
realization of their inherent potential. The clinic's training goal is the development of a skilled, empathic 
therapist familiar with a variety of treatment modalities, capable of working effectively with the 
characterologically disturbed patients in long term settings. As part of training experience, the trainee will 
learn to make use of psycho-diagnostic instruments in formulating a treatment plan, and subsequently 
use psychodynamic techniques in understanding and treatment of patients.
1st year: 10-15 hours, 2nd year: 15-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: PSC clinic training, peer group supervisor meeting to orient new clinicians to psychodynamic practice. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Enrollment in a psychodynamic psychotherapy course is strongly encouraged.  Must be open and 
receptive to direction and supervision, acceptance of the PSC rules and regulations, the filing of all necessary forms, the commitment 
of hours, and have a dedication to the psychodynamic approach. 
Suggested prerequisites: Experience in Rorschach and full battery is encouraged.  Also the course in psychodynamic theories (e.g. 
object relations), intervention courses and psychopathology courses (e.g., narcissism & borderline) are encouraged.  Understanding 
of psychopathology from a psychodynamic point of view, unconscious motivation, knowledge of psychodynamic procedures, the 
therapeutic alliance, nature of transference/countertransference, resistance, the phases of therapy, including termination, and 
understanding the meaning of supervision are all encouraged. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Every Friday morning 
Other requirements: Language skills in Spanish would be helpful. 
List specific evening hours required: Some evening hours should be expected as the majority of our patients will be adults plus 
“intensive” treatment requires flexible scheduling 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Dr. Quintar will provide 1 hour individual supervision as well as a 3 
hour Friday morning in service and case synthesis presentation. Modality of supervision is both in a group and individual format. 
There will be an opportunity for peer group supervision lead by an advanced student/coordinator.  
 Adolescents, Adults, Older Adults












TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Neuropsychology Assessment Center (NAC)
NSU Site
August 2019
Neuropsychology Assessment Center - Nova
College of Psychology
3301 College Ave, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314
















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
18 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: PSC Clinic Training. 
Required Training Prerequisites: 
Attendance at specific meetings: Regular weekly meetings (2 hours) to be arranged; 
Friday morning meeting at 8 AM required for everyone 
Other requirements: Monthly 3-hour staff meeting, evening or weekend. Must have free 
at least one full day. May arrange in some cases additional evening or Saturday hours. 
May involve consultation to sites outside Davie. 
List specific evening hours required: Encouraged 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Group supervision (2 
hours) is provided each week. Individual consultation with Dr. Golden and staff as 
needed or requested. Individual supervision for test training and scoring.
The program offers clinical work with clients with suspected neurological orm psychiatric 
dysfunction at all age levels. The program covers formal and informal evaluation, 
assessment, therapy, consultation, and forensic opportunities. The overall focus is 
holistic and eclectic, recognizing the wide range of problems seen with brain injured 
clients. Opportunities are available at all levels of prior experience.  Clients include LD, 
ADHD, chronic head trauma, birth disorders, acquired neurological impairment, 
depression, and other related disorders. Open to all students whether or not they are in 
the neuropsychology program.   
Children, Adolescents, Adults, Older Adults  
Individual (the site is entirely assessment)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Forensic, Neuropsychology, Physiological
Eclectic, Cognitive, Behavioral Medicine, Behavioral, Neuropsychological
✔ 28








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________





3301 College Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314


















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st Year & EL: 10 hours minimum, 2nd: 15 hours minimum
Mandatory Training Sessions: NCCOA specific training takes place prior to start or during first week of practicum, usually during the days and 
time when supervision would be provided. Also, all students are required to complete a reading list prior to practicum start. Further, there is 
mandatory 1-hour Case Conference with the Intern, and in-service trainings throughout year (which will be scheduled a later time) 
Required Training Prerequisites: Basic understanding of various theories and therapeutic treatment approaches (e.g., CBT, IPT, humanistic, 
existential, etc.). Familiarity with health & aging psychology is also important.  
 
Attendance at specific meetings: Weekly Case Conference with Intern 
HPD requirements: Students must participate at least one semester in the NSU Parkinson’s Support Group (webpage: 
http://www.nova.edu/healthcare/community-outreach-programs/parkinsons-support-services.html). The NSU Parkinson's Support Group 
meets on 1st and 3rd Wednesday of each month @ 10:30 - 12:00. Students must participate at least 1 semester in the NSU Geriatric Medicine 
Clinic (webpage: http://www.nova.edu/healthcare/clinics-services/medical/geriatrics.html), shadowing a geriatrician and offering brief 
psychosocial consultation. Students must also participate for at least one semester in the NSU Interdisciplinary Fall Prevention Team Clinic 
(webpage: http://www.nova.edu/healthcare/clinics-services/medical/fall-prevention.html). Clinic occurs on Thursday afternoons (1p – 5p), 
usually 1 - 2 times per month.  
 
List specific evening hours required: Optional, Monday – Thursday evening appointment hours. 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): One and a half hour of individual supervision. Occasionally, there is group 
meetings and/or supervision required. Also, additional supervision time is available on an appointment basis. 
The practicum student will engage in clinical activities at both NCCOA & HPD sites. In general, the student will spend 
about 2-5 clinical hours per week in various HPD clinic services, and the remaining clinical hours with NCCOA clinic.   
 
NCCOA provides outpatient psychological evaluation and treatment to individuals 55 years or older.  Clients served in 
this program may be experiencing anxiety, depression, relationship discord, or some other form of psychosocial, mental 
health or adjustment difficulty.  NCCOA trains predoctoral clinical students in the skills of assessment, consultation, and 
treatment of psychological disorders and adjustment issues in older individuals.  NCCOA's clinical research component 
is designed to identify the unique features of psychopathology in older adults and evaluate comparatively the most 
effective remedial approaches for treatment.  Orientation is provided during the first week of placement.  Additionally, 
students are involved in the development and administration of all aspects of the clinic. 
 
NSU Health Professions Division: Emphasis of this program is to provide training experience for practicum students 
interested in the health psychology domain, intraprofessional team work, and psychological consultation in health care. 
Students will gain experience with coleading a support and psychoeducational group for patients with Parkinson’s 
Disease and their caregivers, participating in the NSU Interdisciplinary Fall Prevention Clinic (Thursday afternoons), and 
providing "light" psychological consultatin in the NSU Geriatric Medicine Clinic under the direction of a geriatrician. 
   Adults, Older Adults                                                                                                          
Individual, Family, Group, Couples, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Neuropsychology, Physiological
Eclectic, CBT, IPT, Behavioral Medicine, Humanistic, Existential
✔ 30








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Psychological Services for the Emotionally Distressed (PSED)
NSU Site
July 2019
Psychological Services for the Emotionally Distressed (PSED)
College of Psychology
















Must have had some




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st: 10-15 hours, 2nd: 18 hours, EL: 15 hours
Required Training Sessions: PSC Clinic Training required 
Required Training Prerequisites: 1st year students must have a Master's Degree. Applicants must have a high 
level of commitment and motivation to work with individuals with serious mental illness, a great capacity for 
empathy and interpersonal sensitivity, and an interest in psychodynamic therapy. Students placed in PSED will 
be required to take either PSY 4682 (Treatment of Serious Mental Illness) or PSY 4481 (Community 
Psychology with the Seriously Mentally Ill), depending on which was offered during the preceding summer.  
Suggested prerequisites: Psychodynamic therapy I, II,  
Attendance at specific meetings: Weekly group supervision. 
List specific evening hours required: Some evening hours required. 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Individual supervision once a week, and group 
supervision once a week. 
Student must have good standing in the program: has never been released from a previous practicum for poor 
clinical work or behavior and has never received lower than a grade of "B" 
This is a highly intensive and challenging, yet rewarding, practicum opportunity to 
provide psychotherapy to adults with psychotic disorders, mood disorders, and severe 
personality disorders.  Patients served comprise a wide range of backgrounds. 
Assessment experiences and research opportunities are available. Monthly didactic 
trainings may be included.
 Adolescents, Adults, Older Adults                                                 
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive
Psychodynamic, integrative, dialectical behavior therapy (DBT), cognitive, behavioral
✔ 32








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
School-related Psychological Assessments and Clinical Interventions (SPACI)
NSU Site
August 2019
School-related Psychological Assessments and Clinical Interventions (SPACI)
College of Psychology, Department of Clinical and School
3301 College Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314

















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
Mandatory Training Sessions: Two full days of general clinic orientation (usually Fridays scheduled by clinic 
director).
Required Training Prerequisites: 
Attendance at specific meetings: Individual supervision, one-hour group supervision, and one-hour didactic session 
weekly. Attendance at 8 selected Saturday clinic sessions is required during the Winter semester and possibly the 
Summer semester (8 sessions each; Summer semester may or may not be scheduled). 
Other Requirements: Independent practice of administration of numerous tests.
List specific evening hours required: None specifically required
# Direct clinical contact hours/week: 8-10 hours weekly
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 1 or more hours of individual supervision plus 1 hour 
of group supervision and 1 hour of assessment-related didactics are available weekly. 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases.
Y       
Integrative, Behavioral, Gestalt, Behavioral Medicine, Psychodynamic, Cognitive, Humanistic, Systems
✔
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-12 months)
Personality/emotional, Projective, Behavioral/Cognitive, Biopsychosocial, Intelligence, Academic
  Children, Adolescents, College Students, Adults                                                              
SPACI offers comprehensive psychological evaluations and interventions/psychotherapy for school-related academic, behavioral, developmental, emotional, and learning problems. Assessment batteries are individualized to the needs of the case. These evaluations are performed by advanced school psychology specialist and doctoral trainees, doctoral clinical psychology trainees, interns, and post-doctoral residents. SPACI employs a supervision model which trains advanced residents, interns, and trainees to participate in the collaborative, hierarchical, intensive, programmatic supervision (CHIPS) process. Opportunities for supervised consultation, treatment, and psychotherapy are available on a limited basis. 
1st year: 10-15 hours, 2nd year: 15-20 hours, EL year: 15-20 hours
34








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Trauma Resolution Integration Program (TRIP)
NSU Site
August 2019
Trauma Resolution Integration Program (TRIP) 
College of Psychology
3301 College Ave, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314



















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases.
Y       
15 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Required summer reading list; enrollment or past completion of Trauma, Abuse, & Dissociation class that is offered during Fall 
semesters; 3-hour orientation prior to practicum start date 
 
Required Training Prerequisites: Must be in second practicum and first practicum must have been primarily a therapy practicum. Strong basic clinical skills 
and commitment to client welfare. Crisis intervention skills, willingness to work with severe traumatization; willingness to examine own personal and 
interpersonal functioning and its impact on the therapeutic process; openness to issues of diversity, specifically sexual orientation and gender identity; and 
complete required reading (re: trauma, abuse, dissociative disorders, and affirmative care) before practicum begins. 
 
Suggested prerequisites: Ability to identify/differentially diagnosed PTSD, dissociative symptoms, and other co-morbid diagnoses. Some familiarity with 
treatment of trauma. Familiarity with anxiety management skills. 
 
Other requirements: Weekly 30-60 minute individual supervision meetings  
 
List specific evening hours required: Required at least one night per week. 
 
Supervision requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day: Meet with one of two supervisors for individual supervision that will range from 30-60 minutes 
weekly; 3 hours weekly group supervision and didactic experiences (mandatory, Monday mornings 9am-12pm); 30 minutes administrative time with one of 
two Coordinators. Minimum total time for supervision is 4 hours.  
The NSU Trauma Resolution & Integration Program (TRIP) provides specialized psychological services to individuals 
age 18 and above who have been exposed to a traumatic situation and are currently experiencing problems in 
functioning as a result of the traumatic experience. Examples of traumatic situations include childhood abuse, rape, 
physical assault, or a life-threatening accident or injury that creates ongoing distress that interferes with day-to-day 
functioning and maintaining satisfactory interpersonal relationships. We have three primary specializations: Trauma, 
dissociation, and sexual and gender minority affirmative care.  
 
This specialized program serves individuals ages 18 and above who: 1) are experiencing adjustment problems related to 
any type of traumatic event; 2) manifest serious problems resulting from these traumas including but not limited to PTSD; 
3) manifest serious dissociative symptoms; 4) can benefit from dialectical behavior therapy (DBT); 5) manifest patterns of 
sexual addiction/compulsivity; and/or 6) identify as a sexual and gender minority and have experienced trauma(s). 
 
We conduct intensive psychological assessment and routine outcome monitoring. We offer the following group therapy 
services, in addition to individual therapy: Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT); Male-Identifying Survivors of Trauma 
Group; and Sexual-and-Gender-Minority-Identifying Survivors of Trauma Group. Opportunities to become more involved 
in our research program are available. 
    College Students, Adults, Older Adults                                
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples, Brief (4-12 sessions), short-term (3-6 months), long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Forensic, Neuropsychology
Eclectic; Dialectical Behavioral; Cognitive Behavioral; Gestalt; Relational; Dynamic; Humanistic; Systems
✔ 36








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Alpert Jewish Family Service West Palm Beach
Other
August 2019
Ferd and Gladys Alpert Jewish Family Service
Behavioral Health and Intake
5841 Corporate Way, West Palm Beach 33407




















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
Minimum 10
- Experience in establishing ongoing psychotherapeutic relationships 
- Develop treatment plans with clients, with specific outcomes 
- Adhere to best practice guidelines of Council on Accreditation, as agency is nationally 
accredited 
- Participate in weekly agency staff meetings, weekly intake meeting, and monthly 
counseling department meeting 
- At least some of the hours weekly will be assigned to performing telephone 
bio-psycho-social-functional assessments through our intake department 
- Utilize agency Electronic Health Record System 
- Experience facilitating support groups 
- Interface with a multi-disciplinary team of professionals
Alpert JFS is a comprehensive human service agency with more than two dozen programs and services.  We 
maintain a centralized intake department managed by senior level professionals, through which we receive more 
than 6000 telephone inquiries per year.  Students will have the opportunity to work in this department.  Counseling 
is one of our core services, offered under the label "Mental Health Specialists of the Palm Beaches."  Doctoral 
students will have the opportunity to work with clients as young as 2, and as old as 100.  They will gain 
experience in play therapy, cognitive behavioral therapy, and other modalities for the treatment of psychological 
disorders. They will be able to carry a caseload of individual, marital, family, and group counseling. They will have 
the opportunity to consult with our adult and child psychiatrists, and work with professionals in other programs to 
develop optimal ways of helping their clients.  Additionally, doctoral students will have the opportunity to facilitate 
at least two groups in our residential supported independent apartment program and/or group homes.  Our unique 
apartment program has an adult population, most of whom have a severe and persistent mental illness that keeps 
them from being able to function independently in the community.  Doctoral students with an interest in community 
engagement will have the opportunity to attend and participate in a variety of community task forces and/or 
committees in which Alpert JFS is a regular partner.  Practicum students will also have the unique opportunity of 
working with Holocaust survivors and their families.
 Children, Adolescents, Adults, Older Adults                             
  individual, family, couples, groups, 
Academic, intellectual testing, personality testing, ADOS testing for autism
Primarily Cognitive Behavioral, with some DBT and other influence
✔ 38








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________




Center for Counseling and Psychological Services


















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
2nd: 16-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Students must attend an orientation day, which is usually scheduled before classes begin. 
 
Required Training Prerequisites: Previous experience providing individual therapy is preferred.  Students are expected to take their 
clinical duties seriously, including attention to routine clinic details (e.g., file management) and client contact (e.g. practicing to the highest 
ethical standards, being on time and prepare for clinical sessions). 
 
Attendance at specific meetings: 2-hour clinical meeting on Wednesdays from 10am to 12pm (subject to change) 
 
Other requirements: Must be willing to participate in outreach activities, including planning and implementation of programs. Suggested 
interest in possible internship in college counseling center. 
 
Practicum students will be expected to complete a minimum of six psychological/psycho-educational batteries per year. 
 
List specific evening hours required: Must be willing to participate in after-hour outreach programs. 
 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 2 hours per week in individual format; 1-2 hours/week group 
supervision/case discussion as part of weekly clinical meeting.
Barry University's Center for Counseling and Psychological Services is part of the Division of Student Affairs And 
Mission Engagement. The overall mission of the Division is to create, through collaboration, a vibrant and engaged 
student learning environment that is characterized by transformative experiences which empower our students with 
the skills and competencies to be leaders for a just and humane world. 
 
The purpose of the Center for Counseling and Psychological Services is to provide the following services in an 
atmosphere of respect and confidentiality: 
 
•Personal counseling, including short and long term individual and group counseling. 
•Wellness-related outreach programs, including activities, presentations and workshops to students, faculty and staff.  
•Crisis intervention including after-hour on-call coverage.   
 
The Counseling Center serves a diverse student body.  Client presenting problems include anxiety, depression, 
interpersonal problems, family of origin issues and trauma.   
 
     Adolescents, Adults, Older Adults                                                                                                 
Individual, Family, Group, Couples, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive
Integrative, Cognitive, Dynamic, Behavioral, Humanistic, Interpersonal 
✔ 40








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 






200 SE 19th Ave., Pompano Beach, FL 33060



















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
EL year: 10 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: 
Required Training Prerequisites: 
Attendance at specific meetings:  Negotiable 
Other requirements: General knowledge of objective assessment devices, child 
development and psychopathology, as well as associated ethics and counseling issues; 
maturity to deal with medically ill, disabled children, and associated quality of life, and 
death/dying issues. 
List specific evening hours required: Some required.  
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 1-2 supervisors for a total 
of 1-2 hours a week. Individual supervision format. 
Pediatric-skilled, intensive care, medical/nursing center with two associated group 
homes.  English-speaking patients typically receive assessment and psychotherapeutic 
services from a licensed psychologist for a variety of conditions, including behavioral, 
adjustment, and depressive disorders.  Currently 10% research hours required. 
  Infants, Children, Adolescents, Adults                                                                     
Individual, Crisis Intervention, Behavioral Medicine, Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Intelligence
Eclectic, Cognitive/Behavioral, Behavioral Medicine, Dynamic, Humanistic
✔ 42








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Broward Health Medical Center
Other
August 2019
Broward Health Medical Center
Behavioral Health - Fourth Floor, West Wing























Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours/week for all students
Mandatory Training Sessions: Completion of Broward Health Student Orientation via the Complio/American Databank webiste 
PRIOR to start date. Half day orientation PRIOR to the start of training (usually occurs on the first Tuesday in August). Half day 
shadowing of current trainees PRIOR to the start of training. 
 
Required Training Prerequisites: American Heart Association BLS (Provider) CPR certification. 
 
Attendance at specific meetings: In hospital as determined by placement (e.g., trauma rounds, pediatric rounds, 
treatment team, etc.) 
 
Other requirements: 2.5 days/week in hospital is required. Must be flexible and willing to work as a team.  Friday full day is required. 
 
List specific evening hours required: On an as needed basis for clinical continuity of care. 
 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): 45 minutes individual supervision/week. Daily curbside 
supervision on consults with supervisor. Live observation of consultation cases by supervisor and interns. Interns 
will also provide supervision and review audio recordings of psychotherapy sessions.
Broward Health Medical Center is a full service acute care hospital. All placements 
involve Consultation/Liaison service inlcuding but not limited to the following units: 
Trauma, Pediatric, NICU, PICU, RCU, ICU, CCU, CVICU, Maternity, Peds Hem/Onc, 
Adult Oncology, Psychiatry, and General Medical/Surgery. In addition, brief outpatient 
psychotherapy services are provided to the Adult Oncology Service, the Liver Transplant 
Service, and the Wellness Center, a Cardiac and Pulmonary Rehabilitation Program. 
Further, placements involve group counseling on the adult inpatient psychiatric units. 
Students are expected to present on their clinical cases, provide in-service 
presentations throughout the year, and present a mock CCE to their peers and 
supervisor.    
Infants, Children, Adolescents, College Students, Adults, Older Adults
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Biopsychosocial
Cognitive/Behavioral, Behavioral Medicine, Eclectic, Existential, Systems
✔ 44








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Broward Health Medical Center - Pediatric Psychology
Other
July 2019
Broward Health Medical Center 
Pediatrics
1600 S. Andrews Ave., Ft Lauderdale, FL 33316























Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15 hours
1 student accepted must speak Spanish. 
 
Mandatory Training Sessions: Completion of Broward Health Medical Center Allied Health Student Orientation (link will be emailed 1 month prior to start) 
 
Required Training Prerequisites: Basic Life Support Training 
 
Suggested prerequisites: Intro to Health Psychology Course; Half-day orientation to the training clinics, Reading assignments given to trainees prior to start of 
training. 
 
Attendance at specific meetings: Varies; Depends on clinical placement. 
 
Other requirements: 15 hours in hospital per week required between clinics and outpatient psychotherapy; Ability to be flexible and work as a team is required; 
Students need their laptop at clinic sites frequently; Students should have access to transportation to Coral Springs for clinic appointments at the BHMC office 
there once every other month. 
 
List specific evening hours required: Most work is completed during regular business hours.  On occasion evening hours will be necessary to run groups, etc. 
 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Live supervision during clinic hours will be the primary method of supervision.  Individual or group 
supervision to discuss ongoing outpatient psychotherapy will also be provided.  Current interns in the clinic may provide umbrella supervision when appropriate.
Two pediatric psychology practicum placements are available within the Broward Health Medical 
Center's Children's Hospital.  These placements include participation in multidisciplinary outpatient 
clinics in pediatric endocrinology and pediatric gastroenterology with a focus on diabetes, obesity, 
and related complications. There may also be opportunities with other related complex medical 
cases. 
 
Students will work alongside physician specialists and allied health professionals to provide 
integrated services.  They will conduct brief assessment, consultation, intervention, and make 
necessary referrals during clinic.  Practicum students may also conduct short-term outpatient 
psychotherapy for issues related to the patient’s medical diagnosis (e.g., adherence, coping, 
lifestyle change) and have opportunities for youth and/or parent group therapy. 
 
Live supervision will be provided, and students will be expected to present on their clinical cases 
and provide in-service presentations throughout the year.
  Children, Adolescents, College Students, Adults (parenting intervention only)                            
Individual, Family, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short term (3-6 months)
Biopsychosocial Interviews, Brief Screening, Behavioral/Cognitive
Evidence-Based Behavioral Medicine Approaches, Primarily Cognitive/Behavioral, Some Eclectic
✔ 46








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Broward Health North Medical Center- Rehabilitation Unit
Other
August 2019
Broward Health North 
In-Patient Rehabilitation Unit
201 East Sample Rd, Deerfield Beach, FL 33064





















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
2nd: 16-20 hours
Mandatory Training Session: Student will complete Broward Health student orientation & organizational requirements online and submit to Complio 
system for approval prior to practicum start. 
 
Required Training Prerequisites: Therapy: Cognitive/Behavior Therapy, Cross-Cultural Counseling, Brief Therapy, Substance-use Intervention. 
Suggested: Motivational Interviewing, Adult Psychological and/or Neuropsychological Assessment 
 
Attendance at specific meetings: Either Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday for interdisciplinary team conference. Stroke Education/Support Group, 
Staff Meetings TBA. 
 
Other requirements: Scheduled on site for 2 full days. (Preferably Fridays are used for make-up time, but can be a practicum day due to class 
schedule). Provide one in-service to rehabilitation staff on a psychological topic relevant to behavioral-health services. Hospital is open 365 days, 
24/7 and as a result, students are expected to follow the practicum schedule and not college schedule for the holidays or other college breaks. 
Typically, there is one week off given during winter break, spring and summer semester for practicum students that is built into their schedule. 
Otherwise, students have a lot of flexibility in utilizing make-up days or their vacation time. 
 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day:) 1 hour of individual supervision per week. 
This is a rehabilitation unit in an acute hospital setting. The setting is medical, involving 
psychological services to patients receiving physical rehabilitation for stroke, spinal cord 
injury, head injury, amputation, and a number of other neurological, medically 
degenerative, and psychiatric conditions. There is some behavioral medicine 
consult-liaison work throughout the hospital. As a large county hospital, the ethnic, 
language, and socioeconomic status are very diverse. Interdisciplinary case 
conferences are held weekly. There are various opportunities to attend medical staff and 
medical student seminars. Student’s experience will involve psychotherapy & 
psychoeducation services to facilitate patients and their family’s psychological 
adjustment to devastating illness or injury.  Basic neuropsychological and psychological 
assessments are routine practice. Advanced neuropsychological experience is 
available, per student interest.
Adults, Older Adults                                                                                  
Individual, Family, Group, Couples, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+months)                                                 
Persnoality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Neuropsychology, Physiological
Eclectic, Cognitive, Gestalt, Behavioral Medicine, Behavioral, Humanistic, Systems
✔ 48








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Broward Sheriff's Office - North Broward Detention Center
Other
July 2019
Broward Sheriff's Office - North Broward Detention Center
In-Custody Behavioral Services Division
1550 Blount Road Pompano Beach, FL 33069

















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
Elective: 10 - 20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Must attend BSO Security Orientation session. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Experience conducting individual and group therapy, experience and 
interest in forensic or correctional psychology preferred. Familiarity with cognitive-behavioral theory 
and treatment strategies/approaches. 
Suggested prerequisites:  
Attendance at specific meetings: If possible, attend multidisciplinary treatment team meetings 
(Tuesday 2:30-4:30pm) 
Other requirements: Willingness to initially read about, understand, and interact with detention staff 
within a correctional facility. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): A minimum of one (1) hour supervision 
per week, individual or group format depending on how many students are working on the same day. 
The Broward Sheriff's Office Department of Detention operates the twelfth largest local jail system in the nation, with four fully 
accredited facilities. One facility, the North Broward Detention Center, operates a 340-bed Mental Health Unit for inmates 
experiencing acute symptoms of their mental illness and who may require specialized housing and treatment services. The 
In-Custody Behavioral Services Division (ICBSD) is responsible for providing psychological services to the inmates housed on 
the Mental Health Unit. 
 
BSO’s practicum program provides an integrated, flexible, and diverse learning experience necessary for the emergence of a 
competent professional psychologist. The ICBSD provides a comprehensive learning experience in a multidisciplinary 
not-for-profit institutional setting emphasizing correctional and forensic work.  Practicum students will have an opportunity to 
practice and enhance previously acquired skills, develop new skills, and develop competence in psychological assessment, 
intervention, and consultation.   
 
In addition, practicum students will have an opportunity to provide evidenced-based treatments while conducting individual and 
group therapy, psycho-educational programs, and crisis-intervention. The practicum students will work with a broad range of 
disorders and challenging behavior management issues. Outside of their clinical work, practicum students will have the 
opportunity to engage in curriculum development and program evaluation activities. Additionally, practicum students will have 
the opportunity to provide mental health education and training for Department of Detention and Community Program staff.
  Adults, Older Adults                                                                                                            
Individual, Crisis Intervention, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), and Long-term (6+ months)
Forensic, Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Malingering, Program Evaluations
Mostly Cognitive-Behavioral, but other orientations are utilized as well
✔ 50








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
CAC Medical Centers - Rehabilitation Psychology
Other
August 2019
CAC Medical Centers 
Department of Rehabilitation


















A course in assessment




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st year: 15 hours, 2nd year: 20 hours, EL year: 15 hours
Mandatory Training Prerequisites: There will be 4 days of training 2-weeks prior to the practicum start 
date. In addition, there is a mandatory onboarding session and computerized medical record training that 
will be scheduled within the training period or at the start of the practicum rotation  
Required Training Prerequisites: Assessment course 
Attendance at specific meetings: Group Supervision and Didactics Tuesdays and Thursdays 12-1, Group 
Therapy Tuesdays and Thursdays 11:00AM.  
Other requirements: 1 hour Individual Supervision and 1.5 hours Group Supervision.  
List specific evening hours required: Practicum is 8am-5:00pm.  
# Direct clinical contact hours/week: 1st Year practicum: 10-12 hours, 2nd Year: 15 hours, EL Hours: 15 
hours 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Minimum of 1 hour of individual 
supervision will be scheduled with each student.  In addition, 1.5 hrs of group supervision  weekly will be 
scheduled. 
CAC Medical Centers operate in a staff-model setting whereby routine medical and ancillary health care services 
are provided in the same setting and orchestrated by primary care physicians. Today, CAC-Florida Medical 
Centers operates thirteen, full-service, multi-specialty medical centers in Miami-Dade County and Orlando to 
serve a culturally-diverse patient base. The Rehabilitation Psychology practicum site will offer individual, group, 
and assessment services to elderly, Hispanic patients with the goal of increasing emotional and physical 
independence.  Interdisciplinary collaboration is a crucial competent of this service. The individual psychotherapy 
rotation will focus on psychological pain management, sleep hygiene, depression, anxiety, bereavement, end of 
life issues, dealing with chronic illness, compensation strategies, and other issues that affect the elderly. In the 
Group psychotherapy  rotation, the focus will be on psychoeducation with topics in prevention, psychological pain 
management, caregiver support, mindfulness-based groups, and stress management. The assessment rotation 
consists of Neuropsychological testing and screeners that will provide other disciplines with important information 
to assist in treatment planning. In addition, practicum students will have the opportunity to rotate through the 
memory gym. Memory gyms are being incorporated into rehab centers across the country. At CAC the memory 
gym is a state of the art center that provides technology-based interventions for cognitive retraining.  There is also 
an opportunity for data collection and analysis. 
     Adults, Older Adults                                                
Individual, Family, Group, Couples, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Neuropsychology
Cognitive, Behavioral, Existential
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 





Clinical Practicum & Internship Program

















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: 
Required Training Prerequisites: Students who have successfully completed the first year of coursework 
and who are in good standing in the Psy.D. Program are eligible to apply for practicum placement. 
Attendance at specific meetings: N/A 
Other requirements: Clinical training is scheduled to provide increasing levels of clinical responsibility 
and to train students in empirically supported approaches to assessment and treatment. Students should 
carefully record all clinical hours from the beginning of their training. 
List specific evening hours required: N/A 
# Direct clinical contact hours/week: Direct client contact for assessment or treatment, telephone 
contacts, case conferences, individual and group supervision, scoring of test protocols, and time devoted 
to maintaining clinical records and writing reports should all be recorded. 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Biweekly individual supervision, and 
weekly group supervision.
Each year, several hundred children enter the child welfare system due to abuse, 
abandonment or neglect. 
As the local Community-Based Care (CBC) lead agency for Broward and Palm Beach 
Counties, ChildNet manages a network of child welfare services that provide foster 
care, adoption and family preservation services for the more than 4,400 children in care 
and their caregivers. 
ChildNet's Clinical Practicum and Internship Program provides clients we serve with 
individual, couples, and family therapy. In addition, students provide children and 
adolescents with psychological and psycho-educational evaluations, facilitate 
therapeutically supervised visits, and attend/testify in dependency court hearings in 
which students can become qualified as expert witnesses.
Children and families within the foster care system.
 Individual, couples, and family therapy
Psychological and psycho-educational evaluations
Eclectic/integrative psychotherapy
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 






2950-B Cleveland Clinic Blvd, Weston, Fl, 33331


















a class in assessment.
Special consideration will be given to students interested in neuropsychology
✔
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Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15-20 (second) & 10-15 (elective)
Students should have the ability to work directly with patients, with some working 
knowledge of standardized assessment.  Knowledge of neuropsychological 
assessement will provide students with an advantage of placement here. 
 
All students will need to be approved by the site supervisor, as will be unable to accept 
students without prior screening and approval. 
 
Once approved, students will need to complete an on-boarding process with the Clinic, 
which will be completed during the time they are scheduled to be here.
After appropriate training, students will be conducting neuropsychological examinations 
on out patients with various neurologic conditions.  They may also have the opportunity 
to work with current and retired professional athletes with a history of concussion. The 
students will also assist with examination of patients in the organ transplant program. If 
desired, students may also have the opportunity to conduct individual psychotherapy 
with patients experiencing various issues including depression, anxiety, caregiver 
distress, adjustment to disability, etc.













TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami-Dade County Community Action and Human Services Department
Other
August 2019
Miami -Dade Community Action & Human Services Dept.
Psychological Services
















✔ parking reimbursement can be provided
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Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st year: 10-15 hours, 2nd year: 15-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Orientation and specific trainings for practicum placement areas 
Required Training Prerequisites: N/A 
Attendance at specific meetings: Clinical meetings and specific trainings 
Other requirements: Presentations/training and testing opportunities; practicum student working in the 
adult day care setting requires a TB screening and an Agency for Health Care Administration (AHCA) 
screening; prefer Spanish speaking for the domestic violence rotation. 
List specific evening hours required: No 
# Direct clinical contact hours/week: 50% of total 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Individual face to face supervision with 
main supervisor for one hour weekly. Exposure to more than one supervisor/professional in their area 
of expertise and other informal supervision from other professionals. Practicum students are assigned 
to one of the doctoral level interns for mentoring/supervision and ongoing support for one hour weekly.
The internship training program offers a general clinical experience where interns have the opportunity to work with a diversity of clients, 
children/adolescents and adults throughout all departmental programs. The Community Action and Human Services Department 
(CAHSD) Psychology Training Program is accredited by the American Psychological Association (APA). The training model is 
Mentor-Practitioner, where licensed psychologists mentor the students (doctoral and master level students) and doctoral interns mentor 
the practicum students. The Community Action and Human Services Department's (CAHSD's) programs consist of substance abuse and 
rehabilitative services, Head Start and Early Head Start, older adults and adults with disabilities, Greater Miami Service Corps, Family 
and Community Resource Service Centers, and domestic violence victims. Students will implement evidence based interventions tailored 
to meet client's individual needs by providing services to a specific departmental program during the practicum year. Students are part of 
the programs' multi-disciplinary team meetings and participate in professional development activities, such as staffings; program 
development, and consultation. There are also opportunities for the students to participate in providing professional presentations and 
staff trainings within the Department and the community, fostering scholarly inquiry and professional development. For detailed 
information about our internship program, download our Handbook on Psychology Internship Training from our website, 
www.miamidade.gov/socialservices/psychology-internship.asp.  
 
Practicum opportunities are: 
* Pre-schoolers at the Head Start/Early Head Start centers 
* Adult and children victims of domestic violence at the Coordinated Victims Assistance Center (CVAC) 
* Adults at the residential substance abuse program 
* Older adults and young adults with disabilities in the Adult Day Care Centers
    Children and adults                                                                                                    
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Brief (4-12 Sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Developmental/Psycho-educational; Psychological; and Cognitive
Integrative, Cognitive, Behavioral, Humanistic, Interpersonal, Family-Systems
✔ 58








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Consumer Recovery Center at Henderson
Other
August 2019
Consumer Recovery Center at Henderson: Community Mental Health Center 
Therapy
4740 N. State Road 7, Bldg. C, Suite 201, Lauderdale Lake, FL 33319



















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st year: 10-12 hours, 2nd year: 15-18 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Students must complete orientation during the second 
week of August prior to starting at the end of August.  
Required Training Prerequisites: Interest in working with clients who have severe mental 
illness and positive attitude regarding their potential for improvement.  
Attendance at specific meetings: Attend Clinic orientation and all required compliance 
trainings.  
Other requirements: Willingness to collaborate with outside providers such as 
psychiatrists, vocational rehabilitation providers, etc. 
List specific evening hours required: None; all clinics close at 5PM 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): One hour each of 
individual and group supervision per week, plus didactic.
This program provides psychotherapy and psychosocial rehabilitation services to adults 
diagnosed with severe and persistent mental illness, including recurrent major 
depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder.  Emphasis is 
placed on the principles of the recovery model used in conjunction with evidence-based 
practices.  Treatment components may include motivational counseling to increase 
insight, psycho-education, collaborative goal setting, clinical case coordination, social 
skills training, cognitive-behavioral treatment for psychotic symptoms, dual diagnosis 
interventions, and the strengthening of natural support systems. 
  Adults, Older Adults                                                                                       
Individual, Crisis Intervention, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence
Integrative, psychodynamic, cognitive, behavioral, dialectical behavior therapy (DBT)
✔ 60








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Florida Atlantic University - Boca Raton
Other
August 2019
Florida Atlantic University - Boca Raton Campus
Counseling and Psychological Services





















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours
- Mandatory Training Sessions: Two and a half mandatory orientation days, mid-to-late August 2016 on the Boca Campus. 
- Required Training Prerequisites: Previous experience providing individual therapy to adults is required. Prior work with 
depression, anxiety disorders, relationship conflicts, and developmental issues is highly valued. Group therapy experience is 
desirable. Experience working with diversity (e.g., cultural, social economics status, sexual orientation) is a plus.   
-Attendance at specific meetings:  Weekly supervision times are flexible. Practicum Training Seminar, Case Conference, and 
meeting with the Training Director  occur on WEDNESDAYS at the Boca Raton campus, and are mandatory for all practicum 
trainees. 
-Participation in other meetings as needed (e.g., Group Facilitator's, Outreach Committees) 
-Other requirements: Desire for growth as both a person and therapist, openness to feedback and ability to utilize 
constructive feedback are essential. Important to possess a non-judgmental attitude toward clients with sensitivity to diversity 
issues. Good organizational skills/reliability. 
-List specific evening hours required: Must work until 6:00 PM a minimum of one day per week. 
-Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Will receive a minimum of 1 hour of individual and 1 hour of 
group supervision weekly. Co-therapy with supervisor for groups may be possible.
The FAU Boca Counseling & Psychological Services serves an extremely diverse 
student body. Triage/ intake assessment, individual, and group therapy are the primary 
components of this placement. Outreach presentations and experience with couples are 
also available. Typical client presenting issues include depression, anxiety, relationship 
concerns trauma, adjustment, and family of origin issues. Supervisors are trained from 
varied backgrounds and schools of thought. However, each supervisor places value 
upon seeking social justice and conceptualizing cases systemically, taking into account 
personal, social, and societal factors that may contribute to client functioning and 
welfare.  
College Students, Adults                                                  
Individual, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples/Family, Brief Therapy (4-12 sessions)
Limited therapeutic assessment may be available
Interpersonal, Psychodynamic, ACT, CBT, Humanistic, Integrative
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Florida Atlantic University - Broward
Other
August 2019
Florida Atlantic University - Broward Campus
Counseling and Psychological Services





















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours 
- Mandatory Training Sessions: Two and a half mandatory orientation days, mid-to-late August 2016 on the Boca Campus. 
- Required Training Prerequisites: Previous experience providing individual therapy to adults is required. Prior work with 
depression, anxiety disorders, relationship conflicts, and developmental issues is highly valued. Group therapy experience is 
desirable. Experience working with diversity (e.g., cultural, social economics status, sexual orientation) is a plus.   
-Attendance at specific meetings:  Weekly supervision times are flexible. Practicum Training Seminar, Case Conference, and 
meeting with the Training Director  occur on WEDNESDAYS at the Boca Raton campus, and are mandatory for all practicum 
trainees. 
-Participation in other meetings as needed (e.g., Group Facilitator's, Outreach Committees) 
-Other requirements: Desire for growth as both a person and therapist, openness to feedback and ability to utilize 
constructive feedback are essential. Important to possess a non-judgmental attitude toward clients with sensitivity to diversity 
issues. Good organizational skills/reliability. 
-List specific evening hours required: Must work until 6:00 PM a minimum of one day per week. 
-Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Will receive a minimum of 1 hour of individual and 1 hour of 
group supervision weekly. Co-therapy with supervisor for groups may be possible.
The FAU Counseling & Psychological Services serves an extremely diverse student 
body. Triage/ intake assessment, individual, and group therapy are the primary 
components of this placement. Outreach presentations and experience with couples 
may also available. Typical client presenting issues include depression, anxiety, 
relationship concerns, trauma, adjustment, and family of origin issues. Supervisors are 
trained from varied backgrounds and schools of thought. However, each supervisor 
places value upon seeking social justice and conceptualizing cases systemically, taking 
into account personal, social, and societal factors that may contribute to client 
functioning and welfare.  
    College Students, Adults                                                                            
Individual, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples/Family, Brief Therapy (4-12 sessions)
Limited therapeutic assessment may be available
Interpersonal, Psychodynamic, ACT, CBT, Humanistic, Integrative
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Florida Atlantic University - Jupiter
Other
August 2019
Florida Atlantic University - Boca Raton Campus
Counseling and Psychological Services





















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours
- Mandatory Training Sessions: Two and a half mandatory orientation days, mid-to-late August 2016 on the Boca Campus. 
- Required Training Prerequisites: Previous experience providing individual therapy to adults is required. Prior work with 
depression, anxiety disorders, relationship conflicts, and developmental issues is highly valued. Group therapy experience is 
desirable. Experience working with diversity (e.g., cultural, social economics status, sexual orientation) is a plus.   
-Attendance at specific meetings:  Weekly supervision times are flexible. Practicum Training Seminar, Case Conference, and 
meeting with the Training Director  occur on WEDNESDAYS at the Boca Raton campus, and are mandatory for all practicum 
trainees. 
-Participation in other meetings as needed (e.g., Group Facilitator's, Outreach Committees) 
-Other requirements: Desire for growth as both a person and therapist, openness to feedback and ability to utilize 
constructive feedback are essential. Important to possess a non-judgmental attitude toward clients with sensitivity to diversity 
issues. Good organizational skills/reliability. 
-List specific evening hours required: Must work until 6:00 PM a minimum of one day per week. 
-Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Will receive a minimum of 1 hour of individual and 1 hour of 
group supervision weekly. Co-therapy with supervisor for groups may be possible.
The FAU Counseling & Psychological Services serves an extremely diverse student 
body. Triage/ intake assessment, individual, and group therapy are the primary 
components of this placement. Outreach presentations and experience with couples are 
also available. Typical client presenting issues include depression, anxiety, relationship 
concerns trauma, adjustment, and family of origin issues. Supervisors are trained from 
varied backgrounds and schools of thought. However, each supervisor places value 
upon seeking social justice and conceptualizing cases systemically, taking into account 
personal, social, and societal factors that may contribute to client functioning and 
welfare.  
College Students, Adults                                                  
Individual, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples/Family, Brief Therapy (4-12 sessions)
Limited therapeutic assessment may be available
Interpersonal, Psychodynamic, ACT, CBT, Humanistic, Integrative
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Florida Atlantic University Geriatric Neuropsychology
Other
August 2019
Florida Atlantic University Louis and Anne Green Memory and Wellness Center
College of Nursing














At least one course in 




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st, 2nd, EL: 16 -20 hours
The Memory & Wellness Center serves primarily older adults, but our services are extended to any adult 
individuals 18 years old and older. This practicum offers neuropsychological assessment experience. Students 
learn and practice clinical interviews with a biopsychosocial approach, administration, scoring, and interpretation 
of neuropsychological batteries to answer the referral question. Furthermore, our goal is to provide practical 
recommendations for the patients and caregivers to maximize their quality of life. Additionally, we have a 
comprehensive and multidisciplinary team composed of nurses, social workers, psychologist, and 
neuropsychologists with the goal of providing excellent clinical service and meet the needs of the patients and 
their caregivers. Additionally, students will be exposed to cognitive rehabilitation and will be able to work with 
patients going through this type of intervention.  
 
Direct observation on a continuous basis. Discussion and immediate feedback after each testing patient, 
diagnostic impressions and recommendations discussed for each patient. Individual and group supervision 
provided. At least once a week attendance to interdisciplinary meeting in which cases are discussed is required. 
Presentation of cases during interdisciplinary meeting.  
Possible opportunity to co-facilitate some caregiver or patient groups.  
    Adults, Older Adults                                       
Neuropsychological Assessment 
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Neuropsychology, Physiological
Behavioral Medicine approach, neurorehabilitation, and biopsychosocial approach. 
✔
Required Training Prerequisites: At least one course in cognitive assessment  
Attendance at specific meetings: Weekly supervision  
Other requirements: Attendance at weekly case conference   
List specific evening hours required: None  
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 1 hour Individual weekly supervision.   
At least One day of shadowing current students prior to the beginning of the semester.  
 
Students with testing experience. Preferably with neuropsychological training. Strong work ethic and a 
desire to gain experience working with a geriatric population. Above average writing skills. Flexibility to 
work in changing and/or rapid pace environment, and adaptability to team work is an essential component.  
 
I would also consider students with background in Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine. 
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Faulk Center for Counseling - Boca
Other
August 2019
Faulk Center for Counseling - Boca
Clinical





















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
2nd year: 20 hours
1 or 2 Spanish speakers. 
Mandatory Training Sessions: Orientation is required and is conducted at the beginning of 
each term (1st week of September and January) 
Required Training Prerequisites:  
Attendance at specific meetings:  Throughout the year, Wednesday or Friday morning 9-11:00 
and Wednesday 1-2PM. One additional morning per week for Schools Preventive Program.  
Other requirements:  
List specific evening hours required: One evening per week (either a Monday, Tuesday or 
Wednesday) is required. 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 1-2 supervisors per student for a 
total of 1-4 hours of supervision per week, Case Conferences, Case Staffing.
The Faulk Center for Counseling is a not-for-profit agency providing psychological 
services on a no-cost and low-cost basis.  The Center provides group, individual, family 
and couples therapy as well as psychological testing. Populations served include 
children, adults, and seniors. Services are provided onsite as well as outreach locations 
such as the public schools and senior residences. While the Center’s roots are 
humanistic and client-centered, today a range of theoretical orientations and 
interventions are taught and utilized.  
   Children, Adolescents, College Students, Adults, Older Adults                
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence
Eclectic, Behavioral, Gestalt, Behavioral Medicine, Dynamic, Cognitive, Humanistic, Systems
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Goodman JFS of Broward: Behavioral Health
Other
August 2019
Goodman Jewish Family Services of Broward
Behavioral Health Associates of Broward
5890 S. Pine Island Rd. Suite 200; Davie 33328

















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
10-15
Practicum students will be required to attend weekly clinical staff meetings on Thursday 
afternoons from 1:00PM-2:00PM. Students must be able to commit to at least 2 
evenings per week and attend clinical training seminars on Friday afternoons when 
scheduled. 
Bilingual Spanish Preferred 
 
Goodman JFS of Broward is a non-profit agency that provides social services to the Broward 
community including over 900 Holocaust survivors. Behavioral Health Specialists of Broward 
(BHAB) is a program of Goodman JFS which provides evidenced-based individual, group 
and family interventions in an outpatient setting to individuals from all cultural and ethnic 
backgrounds. Doctoral practicum students will receive training in Motivational Interviewing, 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, and other evidenced-based modalities for the treatment of 
psychological disorders. Additionally, practicum students will have the opportunity to 
facilitate at least 2 psychoeducational groups per week and carry a case load of individual 
and family therapy cases. Given an increase in clients who's preferred language is Spanish, 
priority will be given to students who can provide services in English and Spanish. 
       Primarily Adolescents through Seniors. Some child and family                        
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, Motivational Enhancement Therapy
There may be opportunities for psychological testing
Primarily Cognitive Behavioral Theory 
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 




Hallandale Medical Center (HMC)
Behavioral Health Division
200 E. Hallandale Beach Blvd, Hallandale, Florida 33009















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15 to 20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions:  
Required Training Prerequisites:  
Suggested prerequisites: Students need to have completed intelligence testing course.   
It is preferred that students from either the neuropsychology or health care track apply     
for this site. 
     - Bilingual in English/Spanish preferred, Report writing  
Attendance at specific meetings:  
Other requirements:  
List specific evening hours required:  
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Face to face supervision 
(min. of 1 hour per/week)
HMC is an outpatient medical facility that offers primary care to patients in the 
community for over 40 years.  The Behavioral Division provides Neuropsychological, 
Health and Psychological evaluations.  Individual, group and cognitive retraining is also 
provided at the clinic.  Patients vary in age from adolescents to geriatric and from a wide 
variety of ethnic, economic and social backgrounds.  The Behavioral Division works 
closely with the physicians to provide a comprehensive health program that emphasizes 
functional recovery.  The program currently has patients referred from the Department of 
Health Vocational Rehabilitation Program and the Brain and Spinal Cord Injury Program 
as well as typical health Insurance providers.  HMC has applied to become the first 
outpatient medical facility to have the distinction of becoming Joint Accredited.
    Adolescent to Geriatric; Varied SES; Multi-Lingual; Multi-Ethnic                                         
Individual, Group, Psycho-educational, Cognitive-Rehabilitaiton
Neuropsych/Health Evaluations; Psychological Evaluation; Cognitive Screenings
CBT, Psychodynamic, Biopsychosocial
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Henderson Behavioral Health - Henderson Student Counseling Services
Other
July 2019
Henderson Behavioral Health 
Henderson Student Counseling Services
3440 S. University Dr., Davie, FL 33328
Debra Futterman, LCSW, Director and Erika Aguilar Correa, Psy. D., Licensed Psychologist
dfutterman@hendersonbh.org or ecorrea@hendersonbh.org


















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours, 20 hours + if wanted 
Mandatory Training Sessions: Four days (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday) of the 
second week of each month there is a new employee orientation. All students must complete this 
training prior to beginning practicum at the end of August.  
Required Training Prerequisites: Permit the student to tape sessions.   
Attendance at specific meetings:  None – but there is a staff meeting once monthly on a Friday 
morning from 8a – 9a, student is able to participate if he/she would like.  
Other requirements: Expected to participate in doing intake at their assigned centers one day per 
week. 
List specific evening hours required: None – hours of operation are: M:8:00-6:00pm, T:8:00am-8: 
00pm, W:T:8:00am-8:00pm, Th:8:00-6:00pm; F:8:00am-5:00pm 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): One to two hours per week.  Depends 
on number of clients being seen and clinical progress of student. 
Henderson Behavioral Health provides counseling services for the student body of Nova 
Southeastern University through Henderson Student Counseling Services.  The center 
provides treatment to a broad array of adult students across the age spectrum who 
present with problems ranging from mild/moderate impairments and situational issues to 
severe mental illness.  The Counseling Center employs a non-diagnostic model due to 
the population served.  The treatment model is a bio-psychosocial approach utilizing 
individual, family, and couples psychotherapy. Psychiatric services are also available. 
    College Students - Undergraduate and Graduate, Adults                                                          
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Couples, Brief (10 sessions)
Behavioral/Cognitive
Eclectic, Cognitive, Behavioral, Systems, Humanistic
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 





Palm Beach County Youth Services Department
4200 North Australian Ave, West Palm Beach, FL 33407















coursework in assessment, 




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: A three-day orientation will take place from August 5th through August 7th from 
8:30am-4:00pm; Trainees will be provided with information on how to obtain county ID badge and fingerprinting and are 
responsible for completing this before their start date (county pays fees). Selected didactic trainings take place on 
Wednesdays 9:30am-11:30am.  
Required Training Prerequisites: Coursework in intellectual and projective assessment as well as ethics (may be 
concurrent with practicum); at least 1 year of experience in face-to-face clinical contact (i.e., conducting intakes, 
biopsychosocial interviews, and some form of therapy). 
Attendance at specific meetings: Didactic trainings, selected topics, some Wednesdays 9:30am to 11:30am, to be 
determined by supervisor  
Other requirements: Conduct family therapy and intake assessments, provide individual therapy, assist with risk 
assessment and crisis intervention, school-based intervention, and co-facilitate groups. Trainees will be required to tape 
sessions for review with the supervisor. When making changes to class schedules each semester, maintaining ongoing 
client appointments should be prioritized.  
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Minimum of 1 hour face-to-face individual to be scheduled 
with clinical supervisor. An additional hour of supervision may be provided by a postdoctoral fellow. 
The overall goal of the Youth Services Department training program is to support the development of graduate students into professional psychologists. The mission 
of the Youth Services Department is to "Administer programs and initiatives of the Board of County Commissioners to ensure the healthy growth, development, 
education, and transition of children and youth to young adulthood and the workforce." The clinical training program at the Youth Services Department is offered 
through the Residential Treatment and Family Counseling Division, which offers specialized programs for families who need professional support in their efforts to 
raise healthy functioning children. Through compassionate, caring and comprehensive services, the Division maintains and strengthens the integrity of families.  
 
Highridge Family Center is a 60-bed residential facility serving at-risk youth between the ages of 11 and 16 who reside in Palm Beach County. Typically, the families 
seeking services through Highridge have been struggling with conflicted family relations, poor academics, disruptive school behavior, drug experimentation, poor peer 
group choices, minor law infractions, and emotional difficulties. In conjunction with the School District of Palm Beach County, residents of Highridge are provided 
alternative education while they are enrolled in the program. Referral sources include schools, parents, prevention and diversion programs, as well as former clients. 
The facility is divided into five (three male and two female) dormitory-style “houses,” each with the capacity for 12 residents. The residents live at the facility Monday 
through Friday, returning to their homes on weekends and school holidays to practice newly learned skills with their families. A therapist provides family, group, and 
individual therapy, and three residential counselors (two-day shift, one night shift) provide behavior management and therapeutic milieu activities for each house.  
 
Psychology trainees will be responsible for completing intake assessments for prospective Highridge residents, which involves clinical interview, consultation with 
collateral sources, and case management. Highridge is seeking certification in the Sanctuary Model of trauma informed care and trainees will have an opportunity to 
receive training with the model. Psychology trainees are also expected to provide family and individual therapy for clients on their caseload.  Trainees may have 
opportunity to provide school-based interventions and consultation, co-facilitate therapy and/or psychoeducational groups, provide crisis intervention, and conduct 
outreach activities, including presentations to staff, schools, and community agencies. 
 
 
 Adolescents and their Families                                                                   
Intake Assessment, Family Therapy, Individual Therapy, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-4 months)
Cognitive, Achievement, Behavioral, Social/Emotional, Personality
Integrative, Systems, Behavioral, Cognitive-Behavioral
✔ 78








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Jewish Community Services of South Florida
Other
August 2019
Jewish Community Services of South Florida
Behavioral Health Division (3 separate locations - see below)
18999 Biscayne Blvd #200, Aventura, FL 33180


















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
2nd year: 15-20 hours, EL year: 15-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Agency Orientation - 2 hours, DUI program training- 4 hours 
Required Training Prerequisites: Experience in therapeutic relationships and maintaining case records 
is required.  Prerequisites: Basic coursework in conceptualization and treatment as well as 
coursework in clinical diagnosis.  Experience in therapy with children is preferred. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Monthly in-service trainings and quarterly staff division meetings both 
held on Friday mornings. 
Other requirements:  
List specific evening hours required: M-Th until 9:00 (at least one evening per week may be required) 
# Direct clinical contact hours/week: 2nd Year practicum: 10-12 hours, Elective practicum: 10-12 
hours 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Individual supervision 1-2 hours per 
week
The practicum program at JCS consists of several experiences.  In our Aventura 
behavioral health office, students will carry a caseload of 3-5 clients throughout the year. 
These may be individual children or adult cases, couples or families. Students are 
placed in a high school to run educational/support/process groups with teens identifying 
as gay, lesbian, trans-gender, bisexual or questioning in our Sexual Minorities program. 
This is for one day per week. Additionally, students gain assessment and treatment plan 
writing experience by doing intake assessments twice monthly for our DUI program.
    Children, Adolescents, Adults, Older Adults                                         
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive and/or Intelligence optional for therapy cases assigned
Interpersonal, Cognitive, Cognitive-Behavioral, Behavioral, Humanistic, Systems
✔ 80








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Jackson Health System - Adult Neuropsychology
Other
August 5, 2019
Jackson Memorial Medical Campus
Department of Adult Neuropsychology
1695 NW 9th Ave, Suite 2416, Miami, FL 33136
















This rotation is best for advanced students




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours
Parking ticket fees are $41.20 for 10, $82.40 for 20 (one ticket per day) *subject to change without notice; not controlled by the Psychology Coordinator, 
the Coordinator of Practicum Training, or the Department of Psychology.* 
 
Additional on-boarding requirements: 
- Drug Screening costs between $35-50. 
- Up-to-date Basic Life Support (BLS) Healthcare provider card 
- Up-to-date immunizations 
- TB/PPD skin test (within last year) 
- Level 2 screening (within last 5 years).  Will cost between $70-90 if a new one is needed. 
 
Mandatory Training Sessions: One site-specific orientation/training session. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Working knowledge of cognitive-behavioral approaches. Good interpersonal skills. Comfort level in complex medical 
setting. Background and experience with psychological, neuropsychological and personality testing. 
Other requirements: Foreign language skills are desirable. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): 1-2 hours of individual and/or group supervision by one or more supervisors. Additional 
supervision available.  
List specific evening hours required: N/A 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 
Jackson Memorial Hospital is one of the nation's busiest medical complexes. It offers 
multi-ethnic/multi-lingual opportunities. Our primary population is individuals with 
neurological conditions, including traumatic brain injury and cerebrovascular accidents. 
Patients are seen in multiple settings, from the intensive care units, acute services, and 
inpatient and outpatient neurorehabilitation. Interventions include coma assessment, 
brief patient/family psychoeducation and supportive therapy, cognitive screenings, 
writing of initial evaluation and progress notes, and mini- and full-battery 
neuropsychological testing and report writing. Opportunities to attend brain cuttings and 
other relevant didactics are available. Trainees also may participate in clinically relevant 
research. There may also be the opportunity to co-facilitate a family education and 
support group.
  Adolescents, Adults, Older Adults                                                                           
Individual, Family, Group
Initial Evaluation, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Neuropsychology, Personality
Eclectic, Cognitive-Behavioral, Behavioral, Dynamic, Existential
✔ 82








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Jackson Health System - Clinical Health Psychology Service
Other
August 5, 2019
Jackson Memorial Medical Campus
Clinical Health Psychology/Consultation-Liaison Service
1695 NW 9th Ave, Room 2416, Miami, FL 33136

















2nd year or elective practicum only; prefer bilingual and Health Psychology Concentration
✔ see below
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Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
2nd year: 20 hours
Parking ticket fees are $41.20 for 10, $82.40 for 20 (one ticket per day) *subject to change without notice; not controlled 
by the Psychology Coordinator, the Coordinator of Practicum Training, or the Department of Psychology.* 
 
Additional on-boarding requirements: 
- Drug Screening costs between $35-50. 
- Up-to-date Basic Life Support (BLS) Healthcare provider card 
- Up-to-date immunizations 
- TB/PPD skin test (within last year) 
- Level 2 screening (within last 5 years).  Will cost between $70-90 if a new one is needed. 
 
Attendance at specific meetings: Grand Rounds and Morbidity and Mortality Rounds are available, but not required.  
Other requirements: None 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): 1 hour of individual supervision plus live supervision during 
teaching rounds 
The Health Psychology/Consultation-Liaison (CL)Service provides hospital-wide consult-based psychological services to the surgical, 
trauma, and medical units (e.g. Level 1 trauma center, oncology, transplant, ob/gyn) within Jackson Memorial Hospital, where a full range 
of complex medical and psychiatric issues are encountered. Consultation, assessment, and psychological interventions are provided to 
acute, high risk medical inpatients in a face-paced environment. Psychological consultation may be requested by physicians for such 
concerns as preexisting psychiatric issues, current distress, care management issues, poor adherence to treatment, to determine 
capacity to provide informed consent/make medical decision(s), pre-transplant evaluation, coordination of care issues, end of life issues, 
etc. In essence, a wide range of psychological interventions are provided depending on the reason for consultation and presenting 
problem.  Practicum students will learn the rapid assessment of medically compromised patients, and be able to render a diagnosis, 
treatment, and disposition in medical areas that are intense and require rapid decision-making and follow up.  During the initial 
assessment, practicum students may conduct clinical interviews and incorporate brief assessment measures as needed to arrive at 
diagnostic impressions and treatment recommendations.  In some cases, such as with pre and/or post transplant patients, brief 
neurocognitive screening measures may be required to assist organ transplantation teams to assist with candidacy for the surgical 
procedure.  Under supervision, practicum students can follow select patients throughout the course of hospitalization as determined by 
attainment of necessary skills.  Practicum students will learn the practice of CL psychology - to collaborate with medical teams, write 
consultation reports and progress notes that are geared to assist them in the management of their patients, and streamline services 
specific to meet patient and medical team needs.  Practicum students will be provided with literature targeting multiple areas, such as 
differential diagnosis and the more common psychiatric presentations of certain medical illnesses and/or drug-induced clinical 
presentations.   Bilingual - (English and Spanish or Creole-speaking preferred).
  Adults, Older Adults                   
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Forensic, Neuropsychology
Eclectic, Cognitive, Behavioral Medicine, Dynamic, Behavioral, Humanistic, Systems
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Jackson Health System - Rehabilitation Psychology
Other
August 9, 2019
Jackson Memorial Medical Campus
Rehabilitation Psychology



















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours
Parking ticket fees are $41.20 for 10, $82.40 for 20 (one ticket per day) *subject to change without notice; not 
controlled by the Psychology Coordinator, the Coordinator of Practicum Training, or the Department of 
Psychology.* 
 
Additional on-boarding requirements: 
- Drug Screening costs between $35-50. 
- Up-to-date Basic Life Support (BLS) Healthcare provider card 
- Up-to-date immunizations 
- TB/PPD skin test (within last year) 
- Level 2 screening (within last 5 years).  Will cost between $70-90 if a new one is needed. 
 
Mandatory training will be as required by the health system during orientation. 
2nd Year practicum -20 hours a week. 
Experience with doing initial evaluations and basic interventions.
This placement provides the student with a comprehensive experience in treating patients with a 
variety of medical conditions and injuries, both in acute care and rehabilitation settings.  The 
service specializes in treatment of spinal cord injury and multiple trauma, as well as disease 
processes which may affect the ability to function independently, such as cancer, multiple 
sclerosis, diabetes, and various degenerative conditions.  Since many of our patients are 
traumatic injuries (motor vehicle accidents, falls, diving or sports injuries), there are also a 
number of co morbid head injuries.  We work closely with an interdisciplinary team geared toward 
maximizing the patient’s physical and psychological function, and attaining the maximal level of 
physical, emotional, and social independence possible.  This will expose students to individual 
therapy interventions, family intervention and behavioral pain management interventions. 
Additionally, student will be exposed to facilitating an inpatient support group along with an 
outpatient peer support groups.The patients on this service represent a general cross-section of 
the population, with a wide variety of ages, ethnic, cultural, and socioeconomic backgrounds.
      Trauma, Chronic Health and Chronic Disability                        
CBT, Behavioral, Behavioral Pain Management
Semi structure interviews with self report measures
CBT
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Joe DiMaggio Children's Hospital
Other
July 2019
Joe DiMaggio Children's Hospital
Pediatric Psychology
1150 N. 35th Ave, Suite 525, Hollywood, FL 33021





















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
2nd year: 20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Web-based onboarding and trainings to be completed through 
Complio prior to start date. There is an onboarding fee. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Completion of or Fall enrollment in the Pediatric Psychology 
course.  
Suggested Prerequisites: Any other health psychology courses related to interventions and 
consultation-liaison work with children, adolescents, and families.  
Attendance at specific meetings: Depends on rotation placement. 
Other requirements: Previous practicum experience working with children and adolescents. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): Weekly individual supervision with 
site supervisor.
Pediatric psychology placement at Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital in Hollywood, FL. 
This practicum placement is focused primarily on intervention/therapy with pediatric 
patients and their families in an inpatient hospital setting, with some outpatient 
opportunities available. Each student will be assigned to one of two full-year rotations: 
(1) pediatric solid organ transplant, cardiac, and hemodialysis, or (2) pediatric 
hematology and oncology, and bariatric surgery. Opportunities for general inpatient 
consultation/liaison experience will be available. Multidisciplinary team collaboration and 
participation at multidisciplinary team meetings, as well as attendance at 
meetings/lectures (e.g., pediatric grand rounds) will be available and encouraged. 
 Infants, Children, Adolescents, Young Adults                                                      
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Behavioral and Cognitive
Cognitive-Behavioral, Behavioral, Family Systems, Behavioral Medicine
✔ 88








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Joe DiMaggio Children's Hospital - Neuropsychology
Other
July 2019
Joe DiMaggio Children's Hospital
Pediatric Psychology/Neuropsychology























Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Web-based onboarding and trainings to be completed through 
Complio prior to start date. There is an onboarding fee. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Clinical Neuropsychology; Completion of or Fall enrollment in 
the Child and Adolescent Neuropsychological Assessment course. 
Suggested Prerequisites: Prior testing experience is required. Additional 
neuropsychology courses preferred. Any other assessment courses and health psychology 
courses related to interventions and consultation-liaison work encouraged. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Will attend team rounds and meetings, as appropriate. 
Other requirements: Previous practicum experience in administering assessments; prefer previous 
hospital based experience, particularly with pediatrics. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): Weekly individual supervision with site 
supervisor.
Pediatric neuropsychology placement at Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital. The 
practicum will be focused on conducting outpatient neurodevelopmental and 
neuropsychological evaluations primarily with patients who have cardiac conditions from 
ages 6 months to 19 years. Additional medical populations also present for assessment, 
at times. Inpatient assessment opportunities will be available. There are also 
opportunities for attendance at multidisciplinary meetings and presentations (e.g.,grand 
rounds).
 Infants, Children, Adolescents, Adults                            












TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Mailman Center for Child Development
Other
July 2019
Mailman Center for Child Development
University of Miami Department of Pediatrics


















Ph.D students ONLY; must have completed coursework in child clinical psychology and at least one practicum with children.  
✔
✔ $11; up to 10/month discounted rate of $4 per day
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Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
2nd year: 15 hours, EL year: > 5 hours
Required Training Prerequisites: Ph.D. students only. Coursework in child psychopathology, 
child development, child assessment, and child therapy. At least one practicum with children. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Wednesday noon case conference series; LEND training 
(2-hour orientation; four consecutive Friday afternoons once during the year). 
Other requirements: Spanish/Creole/French skills desirable, but not required. 
List specific evening hours required: Early evening required for some rotations (e.g., until 
6pm). 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): Individual supervision for 1-2 
hours/week with 2 to 4 supervisors per student over the course of practicum.  
 
Trainees generally will have two to three rotations over the year, in six month blocks.  
Rotation options include: Psychological Assessment Services; Behavioral Pediatrics 
Clinic; Hematology/Oncology; Early Steps Program;  Pediatric Mobile Clinic; Diabetes; 
and PCIT.  Please see our internship brochure for a list of all rotations at 
http://pediatrics.med.miami.edu/mailman-center/education-training/training-programs/int
ernship-psychology. 
   Infants, Children, Adolescents               
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ moths)
Behavioral, Intellectual/academic, Developmental, Neuropsychology
Cognitive-behavioral, Systems
✔ 92








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Mailman Segal Center for Human Development of NSU
Other
August 2019
Mailman Segal Center for Human Development of NSU
Feeding Disorders Clinic/Developmental Assessment Clinic
7600 SW 36th St., Ft. Lauderdale, 33314
 Roseanne Lesack, PhD, BCBA-D, ABPP & Sohani Char, PsyD
rlesack@nova.edu, sb1824@nova.edu
954-262-7148, 954-262-7089















Licensing of Broward County Background Check. 
✔
✔ NSU Decal required
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Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st year: 10-15 hours                                   
Mandatory Training Sessions: Approximately one week prior to beginning practicum a full-day orientation 
is provided the Friday prior to the start date. 
For the Developmental Assessment Clinic Rotation: 2 to 3 mornings per week (Monday and/or 
Wednesday) are required. For the Feeding Disorders Clinic Rotation: Tuesday or Thursday afternoon is 
required 
Required Training Prerequisites: Masters and/or doctoral level coursework in assessment/behavioral 
treatment and child development. 
Suggested prerequisites: doctoral level coursework covering behavioral 
intervention/assessment/consultation strategies.  
Other requirements: Autism spectrum disorder and/or early childhood experience/interest preferred 
Supervision Requirements: (e.g., individual, group, time, day): One hour per week of individual 
supervision is provided. Additional time of in-vivo observation and feedback every week.  
Supervision is available on an ongoing basis. 
Housed in the Jim and Jan Moran Family Center Village, the Mailman Segal Center achieves its mission through direct services to 
families and children, development and implementation of early childhood education and training programs, community outreach, and 
advocacy. The Mailman Segal Center practicum houses 2 separate rotations. Students are assigned to a specific rotation for the year 
and participate in the clinic according to the skill level of each student. Students may request a specific rotation and we try, but do not 
guarantee all requests. 
  
1) The Developmental Assessment Clinic focuses on assessing developmental delay and autism spectrum disorder in children and 
adolescents. In this rotation, practicum students take part in all aspects of assessment including intake, assessment, and feedback. The 
clinic works at a fast pace and evaluates a high volume of clients per week. Practicum students will work on at least 30 evaluations during 
this rotation. Practicum students can expect to gain experience administering and coding the ADOS-2, sharpening their conceptualization 
and report writing skills, and completing several evaluations independently while placed within the Developmental Assessment Clinic. 
Other opportunities include co-facilitating a social skills group.  Note: for this rotation, two-three mornings per week are required. 
 
2)The Feeding Disorders Clinic provides direct service to children restricting the volume and/or variety of food (note, this does not include 
anorexia/bulimia). Often these children suffer from underlying medical problems that have restricted the food these children can eat or 
children present with extreme picky eating, placing them at risk for nutritional deficits. In this placement, practicum students will learn 
behavioral intervention including the basics of behavioral psychology, data collection, and data-based decision making. They will also 
provide direct care to clients and their families. Note: for this rotation, Tuesday or Thursday afternoon is required.
Children ages 18 months through adolescence, adults (Parents)                     
 Individual, family, group
Behavioral, cognitive, developmental, intelligence, adaptive functioning
Behavioral, Family Systems, Developmental, 
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 





Neuroscience Institute  
1150 North 35th Avenue, Suite 590
Madiley Broz, PsyD
mbroz@mhs.net














MUST REGISTER WITH AMERICAN DATABANK 
✔
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Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
 
The Neuropsychology service at Memorial Neuroscience Institute evaluates and treats patients for the Neurology and Neurosurgery Department as part of 
comprehensive workups for neurological and pre and post-surgical interventions. Subspecialty areas involve epilepsy, neuromuscular, neuroimmunology, 
stroke, movement disorders, headache and concussion, neuro-oncology, and neurodegenerative diseases. Results from neuropsychological findings help 
determine neurocognitive strengths and weaknesses, clarify diagnoses, provide baseline functioning, potential candidacy for neurosurgery, predict 
neurosurgical outcome, and monitor neuropsychological status. Clinical settings involve outpatient neurology clinic and some inpatient work especially in 
epilepsy. Training focuses on acquiring the knowledge and skills required to objectively administer a wide range of neuropsychological tests in a standardized 
manner. The student will be involved in the selection of appropriate measures from a flexible battery approach considering each patient’s unique demographic 
factors and cultural competence level, diagnoses and referral needs. The student will also be involved in test administration, scoring, and interpretation of test 
data, and comprehensive case conceptualization and report writing. We also have a Clinical Psychology service that offers psychotherapeutic service for 
those interested in acquiring psychotherapy experience.  
A minimum of a one-year commitment is required as intensive training and supervision is involved. Eligible candidates should have completed the 
neuropsychology foundational courses such as introduction to neuropsychology, neuroanatomy, intellectual assessment, and neuropsychological assessment 
in addition to abnormal and clinical psychology. The student should demonstrate a strong interest in the science and practice of neuropsychology with a 
medical population of a multi-ethnic background and socioeconomic status. Participation in research is highly encouraged and submission of posters and 
papers to scientific conferences. Didactic and academic opportunities available include neurology and neurosurgical grand rounds, participation in case 
conferences, shadowing of neurosurgical procedures and electrophysiology, brain mappings, and WADA procedures. Individual and group supervision will be 
provided.  
Memorial Healthcare System is the third-largest public healthcare system in the United States. A national leader in quality care and patient satisfaction, 
Memorial has ranked 11 times since 2008 on nationally recognized lists of great places to work. 
 
15-20hrs, 2 days
Mandatory Training Sessions: one to one and group supervision, grand rounds, and 
case conferences. 
Required Training Prerequisites: basic knowledge of neuropsychological tests  
Suggested prerequisites: general courses, great if any neuropsych courses 
Attendance at specific meetings: grand rounds and case conferences  
Other requirements:  
List specific evening hours required: none 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): individual and group at 
noon. 













TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________





1150 N. 35th Ave., Suite 170, Hollywood, FL 33021

















Experience with individual 




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
2nd year: 15 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Orientation packet and shadowing medical professionals for 2-3 weeks. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Trainees will be exposed to patients and families enduring chronic as well as severe existential crises and 
end-of-life concerns. Trainees must be able to tolerate being in the presence physical illness and disfigurement. Patients are seen as 
inpatients and outpatients. 
There is a risk of infectious diseases in the Hospital setting and the Hospital is not responsible for exposures to infectious diseases that occur 
beyond the Hospital’s reasonable control.  Students must be prepared to verify either immunity, or lack of immunity to varicella, measles, 
mumps and rubella through a titer, or documented positive history of chicken pox, measles, mumps and rubella.  They must furnish proof that 
they have undergone drug testing and annual screening to tuberculosis.  Students are required to be vaccinated against Hepatitis B and must 
be prepared to provide documentation of the same.  
Suggested prerequisites: Need to have a good knowledge base of psychopathology, crisis intervention as well as knowledge of different 
therapeutic modalities. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Supervision and treatment team meetings. 
Other requirements: Inpatient rounds. Students may be required to be at Memorial West as well. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): One hour of individual supervision per week. Students need to go on rounds and 
attend relevant team meetings to provide patient care. Supervision with site supervisors also provided. 
On boarding is done by an independent agency and may take several weeks; students are encouraged to begin the process as soon as they 
are confirmed for practicum. 
MCI has a wide variety of inpatient and outpatient populations.  Opportunities for adult 
individual, family and/or group therapy are available. Students will be exposed to people 
suffering from a wide range of cancer diagnoses ranging from high-risk conditions 
requiring routine follow-up to end-stage disease requiring palliation/hospice.  
   Adults, Older Adults                                                                                             
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)=
Behavioral/Cognitive
Eclectic, Cognitive, Gestalt, Behavioral Medicine, Dynamic, Behavioral, Humanistic, Systems, Mindfulness-based therapies
✔ 98








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Memorial Rehabilitation Institute- Inpatient Rehabilitation Psychology Service
Other
July 2019
Memorial Rehabilitation Institute 
Rehabilitation Psychology Services





















Experience with individual and/or group




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15-20 hours
Experience with individual and/or group therapy, cognitive assessment, as well as motivated to work in a medical setting 
as part of a multidisciplinary team. Trainees will be exposed to patients enduring acute and chronic medical crises as 
well as their families. Trainees must be able to tolerate and demonstrate maturity being in the presence physical illness 
and disfigurement. Patients are seen as inpatients (with possible opportunities for outpatient testing and research).  
 
There is a risk of infectious diseases in the Hospital setting and the Hospital is not responsible for exposures to infectious 
diseases that occur beyond the Hospital’s reasonable control.  Students must be prepared to verify either immunity, or 
lack of immunity to varicella, measles, mumps and rubella through a titer, or documented positive history of chicken pox, 
measles, mumps and rubella.  They must furnish proof that they have undergone drug testing and annual screening to 
tuberculosis.  Students are required to be vaccinated against Hepatitis B and must be prepared to provide documentation 
of the same.  
 
Suggested prerequisites: Need to have a good knowledge base of psychopathology, basic premise of 
neuropsychological concepts, as well as knowledge of different therapeutic modalities. 
The Memorial Rehabilitation Institute provides inpatient and outpatient integrative therapy 
programs (e.g., physical, occupation, speech, psychology) to patients requiring rehabilitation from 
a variety of medical complications (e.g., TBI, cardiac complications, stroke, orthopedic injury...). 
This practicum experience will primarily focus on inpatient patient care but opportunities for 
outpatient training may be available. The rehab psychology department provides two tracks of 
services to our patients depending on their clinical needs: 1) rehabilitation psychological services 
(i.e. supportive 1:1 therapy, family support, psychoeducation, and group therapy) and 2) 
neuropsychology services (i.e. cognitive screening, cognitive rehabilitation, patient and family 
support/education). The practicum student will have the opportunity to work within both tracks of 
service within the context of a multidisciplinary, inpatient hospital setting. Program development 
and research opportunities will be available. Opportunities for cross-disciplinary training will be 
provided (i.e. shadowing physicians, physical therapists, occupational therapists, speech 
therapists, and adaptive sports).
       Adults, Older Adults                                 
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions)
Behavioral/Cognitive, Ne uropsychology
Integrative, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, Solutions Focused, Humanistic, Mindfulness-based therapy
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________





8240 NW 52nd Terrace, Suite 106, Doral, FL 33166















Imperative: Crisis intervention, especially post-trauma and suicide. 
✔
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Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions:  
Required Training Prerequisites: Criminal background check.  
Basic skills in non-projective (MMPI, CPI, & BDI). Basic assessment skills as they relate to case conceptualization and 
treatment. Recognition of verbal and non-verbal cues in interviewing process. Brief therapy skills (cognitive-behavioral). The 
practicum student is expected to be an independent individual with much initiative. Also, it is imperative the individual be honest 
with high integrity. Knowledge and understanding of APA Ethics, esp. confidentiality.  A police background check is mandatory. 
Only 3rd practicum experience students will be considered and preference will be given to students (if any) living in Miami-Dade 
County. This will optimize placement experiences of responding to traumas and hostage rescue operations.  Student may be 
expected to respond to trauma and hostage rescue operations. 
Attendance at specific meetings: N/A 
Other requirements: Willingness to initially read about, understand, and interact with law enforcement community. Potential 
availability to ride-along with on-duty police officers, and respond with PSS staff to hostage/barricaded subjects, and some police 
traumas. 
List specific evening hours required: Required as it relates to scheduling of patients. 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): Individual supervision with one supervisor for 2 hours/week. Optional 
hour with another staff psychologist.
The Psychological Services Section (PSS) of Miami-Dade Police Dept. is a highly 
functioning professional clinical Practice which serves a potential client population of 
approx. 2,700 sworn police officers and 800 civilian support personnel.  PSS is on 
24-hour call for any crisis inclusive of post-trauma, post-shooting, suicide, and 
substance abuse.  PSS responds to all hostage negotiation calls.  PSS is responsible for 
short-term (and some long-term) clinical intervention with individuals, couples, marital, 
and family therapy.  PSS is involved with training, consultation, psychological evaluation, 
and some research.  PSS fully supports local training, seminars, grand rounds 
opportunities for all staff.  
                   Adults                                                                                 
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples, Brief, Short-term, Long-term
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Forensic
Eclectic, Cognitive, Behavioral Medicine, Behavioral, Humanistic, Systems
✔ 102








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami Federal Correctional Institute
Other
July 2019
Miami Federal Correctional Center
Psychology





















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
16 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: All practicum students will participate in a 2 day training the first week of their practicum. 
Day 1 includes: Information on suicide prevention, the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA), Ethics, Standards of 
Conduct, Security Procedures and completing required paperwork for computer access, etc. Day 2 includes: reviewing 
duties specific to Psychology, training on the computer system, groups, therapy, etc. 
Recommended Training Prerequisites: Awareness of DSM-V substance abuse diagnoses, read book "Games Criminals 
Play," Review writings/videos by Stanton Samenow regarding criminal behavior/change if available. 
Attendance at specific meetings: If staff/clinical meetings fall on days the student is here, they are encouraged to attend. 
Other requirements: Foreign language skills are helpful, but not necessary. Students are required to complete intake 
screenings on new arrivals and will be asked to do both individual and group therapy, crisis interventions, Suicide Risk 
Assessments. Students will also have the opportunity to conduct psychological testing and offer re-entry groups to the 
inmate population. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 2 hours per week; individual format or group format 
depending on how many students are working on the same day.
The population at the Miami Federal Correctional Institution consists of adult males, 18 
years of age and older who come from a wide variety of geographic, socioeconomic, 
and cultural backgrounds. Their sentences range from a few months to life 
imprisonment. Typical problem areas include, but are not limited to, anxiety, 
depression, dual diagnosis, substance abuse, adjustment disorders, and Antisocial and 
Borderline Personality disorders. The population is diverse with regard to age, ethnicity, 
race, religion, and culture. Students are encouraged to create their own experience 
based on their areas of interest. Possibilities include, but are not limited to, creating and 
facilitating groups, short- and/or long-term individual therapy, forensic testing (limited), 
care of the mentally ill inmates, research, re-entry courses, and crisis intervention. 
Bi-lingual students (Spanish) will have the opportunity to provide drug treatment to 
inmates in the Spanish Residential Drug Abuse Program (RDAP).
  Adults, Older Adults                           
   Individual, Crisis Intervention, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Malingering
Mostly Cognitive-Behavioral, but other orientations can be utilized as well.
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami Federal Detention Center
Other
August 2019
Miami Federal Detention Center
Psychology
33 NE 4th Street, Miami, Florida 33132

















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
16 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: All practicum students will participate in a 2 day training the first week of their practicum. 
Day 1 includes: Information on suicide prevention, the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA), Ethics, Standards of 
Conduct, Security Procedures and completing required paperwork for computer access, etc. Day 2 includes: reviewing 
duties specific to Psychology, training on the computer system, information regarding possible research opportunities, 
groups, therapy, etc. 
Recommended Training Prerequisites: Awareness of DSM-V substance abuse diagnoses, read book "Games Criminals 
Play," Review writings/videos by Stanton Samenow regarding criminal behavior/change if available. 
Attendance at specific meetings: If staff/clinical meetings fall on days the student is here, they are encouraged to attend. 
Other requirements: Foreign language skills are helpful, but not necessary. Students are required to complete intake 
screenings on new arrivals, crisis interventions, and Suicide Risk Assessments. However, the main focus of the 
practicum program is in conducting forensic assessments on pre-trail inmates.  
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 2 supervisors per student for a total of 2 hours per week; 
individual format or group format depending on how many students are working on the same day.
The population at the Miami Federal Detention Center consists of adult males, 18 years 
of age and older who come from a wide variety of geographic, socioeconomic, and 
cultural backgrounds. Inmates are on pre-trial status.  Typical problem areas include, but 
are not limited to, anxiety, depression, dual diagnosis, substance abuse, adjustment 
disorders, and Antisocial and Borderline Personality disorders.  The population is 
diverse with regard to age, ethnicity, race, religion, and culture.  Students have the 
opportunity to utilize language skills in Spanish, French, Creole, and occasionally 
American Sign Language.  Students will have the opportunity to conduct a variety of 
forensic assessment and observe court procedures. Students will also have the 
opportunity to facilitate groups, conduct short- and/or long-term individual therapy, 
provide care of the mentally ill inmates, research, and crisis intervention. 
  Adults, Older Adults                           
   Individual, Crisis Intervention, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Malingering
Mostly Cognitive-Behavioral, but other orientations can be utilized as well.
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami VA-Acute Inpatient Psychiatry
Other
July 2019
Miami VA Healthcare System
Acute Inpatient Psychiatry (4AB)
1201 NW 16th Street, Miami, FL 33125
Ashley Carreras, Psy. D
ashley.carreras@va.gov



















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
2nd: 15-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Trainings vary, but are easily completed online. Require 
Medical Center mandatory training, most of which can be completed online prior to 
training.  
Required Training Prerequisites: 
Attendance at specific meetings: Arranged with each supervisor. Placement specific 
Other requirements: Must abide by federal VA requirements and guidelines especially 
with regard to patient privacy and confidentiality. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Individual supervision for 
minimum of 1 hour. One hour group supervision depending on rotation and hours on 
site.
The Mental Health Acute Inpatient Unit at the Miami VA is a 28-bed fast paced stabilization unit which 
provides patient centered care within a recovery model.  The unit accepts voluntary patients, and is also 
a receiving facility for involuntarily admitted individuals. The Acute Inpatient Unit is dedicated to Veterans 
or Active Duty members with serious mental illness and/or substance use disorders requiring psychiatric 
stabilization and crisis intervention. The range of diagnosis encountered on the unit include Depressive 
Disorders; Bipolar and Related Disorders; Schizophrenia Spectrum and Other Psychotic Disorders, 
including Schizoaffective Disorder; Anxiety Disorders; Substance-Related and Addictive Disorders and 
Trauma and Stressor-Related Disorders, most commonly PTSD.  Students participate in a variety of 
professional activities such as co-facilitation of  psychoeducational and support groups, the provision of 
individual therapy, psychological assessment, consultation, intake interviews and participation in 
interdisciplinary team meetings and daily patient rounds.  This training experience also provides 
exposure to psychopharmacological interventions, as well as to the importance of safety and security for 
patients and staff in a locked unit and techniques to  maintain same. In addition, by virtue of the type of 
facility, students will gain significant experience working with Veterans.
  Adults, Older Adults                                                                                                                 












TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami VA-Behavioral Health Interdisciplinary Rotation
Other
August 2019
Miami VA Healthcare System
Psychology
1201 NW 16th Street, Miami, FL 33125
Joseph Fineman, PhD
joseph.fineman@va.gov



















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Trainings vary, but are easily completed online. Require 
Medical Center mandatory training, most of which can be completed online prior to 
training.  
Required Training Prerequisites: Completion of at least 1 Previous praticum placement 
Attendance at specific meetings: Arranged with each supervisor. Placement specific 
Other requirements: Must abide by federal VA requirements and guidelines especially 
with regard to patient privacy and confidentiality. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): One hour of formalized 
supervision is provided per week, as well as plenty of guidance is provided throughout 
the week as needed (e.g. processing after group sessions). 
The Miami VA’s Behavioral Health Clinic (BHC) provides outpatient mental health services to demographically and 
socioeconomically diverse Veterans who manifest a broad range of psychiatric disorders.  
 
Students serve as members of the Miami BHC’s Behavioral Health Interdisciplinary Program (BHIP). The BHIP program 
is VA nationwide initiative to create interdisciplinary outpatient teams compromised of mental health professionals 
(psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker, nurse, and pharmacist) and administrative staff (program support assistants, 
clerks, etc.) that provide wrap-around recovery-oriented care to Veterans.  Students attend daily interdisciplinary 
meetings where BHIP patients are reviewed and care is coordinated. In addition to serving as BHIP team member, 
duties include completing bio-psychosocial psychology intake/assessments, individual and group therapy, treatment 
planning, scheduling consults, and maintaining thorough documentation of all clinical encounters using CPRS.  
 
Potential group experiences include Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and/or Acceptance and Commitment Therapy 
(ACT) for Depression, Advanced Depression Processing Group, Overcoming Barriers Group, and Understanding Effects 
of Trauma Group.   Students best-suited for this rotation are advanced practicum students who are well organized, 
proactive, and work independently within an interdisciplinary team approach. Supervision is highly focused on improving 
diversity awareness and cultural competence. More specifically, understanding the contextual experience of the Veteran 
and how to choose the intervention and interaction styles that are congruent with Veteran’s worldviews. 
    Adults                                                                                                                                                
Individual, Group, Crisis Intervention, Short-term and Long-term Therapy
Bio-Psychosocial Intake Assessments
Integrated and Heavily Diversity Focused
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami VA Healthcare System - BHC & 5D
Other
August 2019
Miami VA Healthcare System
Behavioral Health Clinic & 5D SARRTP  
1201 NW 16th Street Office B933, Miami, FL 33125






















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
16 hours (At least 2 days)
Mandatory Training Sessions: Online TMS training required. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Completion of 1 year of practicum prior to start date 
Attendance at specific meetings:  N/A 
Other requirements: N/A 
List specific evening hours required:  None 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day):  Individual/group to be 
determined by trainee and supervisor's schedule 
The Behavioral Health Clinic provides outpatient mental health services to veterans who manifest a 
broad range of psychiatric disorders and levels of daily functioning. The clinical issues range from 
chronic and persistent mental illness to short-term adjustment disorders (i.e., maladaptive response 
to civilian life after military discharges).  A number of these veterans are medically compromised, 
which lends complexity to their psychological and functional presentation and ongoing treatment 
needs. Trainees on this rotation will conduct biopsychosocial interviews and have opportunities to 
conduct psychological assessments geared toward treatment planning.  Students will also provide 
individual, couple, or group psychotherapy, including specialized groups, such as the DBT Skills 
Group. The 5D residential program is a 90 day inpatient program for veterans with substance use 
disorders. Trainees will have the opportunity to engage in treatment team meetings with 
multidisciplinary staff, hold individual cases as appropriate, and help co-facilitate group 
psychotherapy for the unit (Family issues and stress management focus).  
Students that select this rotation will split their time between the BHC and the 5D residential unit 
and their schedule will be tailored to their specific training needs. 
     Adults, Older Adults                                                                                                   
Short-term individual and group counseling 
Brief screening measures (e.g., BAM, MMSE, Folstein, PHQ9, C-SSRS) 
CBT, DBT, CPT, CBT-SUD, IPT
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami VA: Community Living Center/Nursing Home 
Other
July 2019
Miami VA Healthcare System
Psychology
1201 NW 16th Street, Miami, FL 33215
Yesenia Rivera, Psy.D.
Yesenia.Rivera@va.gov

















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
10-16 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Trainings vary, but are easily completed online through 
Talent Management System (TMS). Require Medical Center mandatory training. 
Required Training Prerequisites: N/A 
Suggested prerequisites: N/A 
Attendance at specific meetings: Arranged with supervisor. Site specific.  
Other requirements: Must abide by federal VA requirements and guidelines especially 
with regard to patient privacy and confidentiality. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 1 hour of individual 
supervision per week. Group supervision or additional supervision to be determined by 
trainees and supervisors schedule, by request or as needed.
 The Community Living Center rotation offers psychological services to veterans admitted into short-term and long-term care. 
 STC provides sub-acute rehabilitation services to geriatric populations often recovering from amputation, orthopedic   
 problems, cancer treatment, and other complex medical conditions. Trainees will conduct rehabilitation-oriented  
 assessments focusing on adjustment variables that impact disability, such as coping strategies, cognitive and psychological  
 functioning, social skills, substance abuse, personality traits, family dynamics, and cultural background. While, LTC provides 
 a home-like environment for veterans suffering from dementia, TBI, SCI, and other chronic illnesses; as well  as psychiatric  
 conditions such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorders, personality disorders, PTSD, and other affective disorders. Trainees  
 will conduct assessments focusing on cognitive functioning, decision-making capacity, behavioral management of  
 challenging dementia-related behaviors, pain management, and emotional functioning to provide support for affective  
 conditions and other end of life issues. Trainees will facilitate individual and group psychotherapy. Trainees will also develop 
 interdisciplinary team consultation skills by functioning as an integral team member, assessing veterans who have been  
 admitted to the unit, addressing psychological barriers for discharge, providing psychoeducation to nursing staff, and  
 creating STAR-VA behavioral management plans. 
 
  Older Adults                         
  Individual, Groups, Brief, Crisis Intervention, Treatment Planning, Psychoeducation
 Brief screenings (i.e., MMSE-2, MoCA, C-SSRS, PHQ-9, GAD-7, GDS, GAS, etc.) and comprehensive evaluations (if interested)
 Eclectic - Cognitive-Behavioral, Existential, Humanistic, Psychobiosocial
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami VA-Integrated Behavioral Health
Other
August 2019
Miami VA Healthcare System
Psychology
1201 NW 16th Street, Miami, FL 33125
Pedja Stevanovic Ph.D.
Pedja.Stevanovic@va.gov















Experienced with MMPI-2 is




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
2nd: 15-20 hours, EL: 15+ hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Trainings vary, but are easily completed online. Require 
Medical Center mandatory training, most of which can be completed online prior to 
training.  
Required Training Prerequisites: 
Attendance at specific meetings: Arranged with each supervisor. Placement specific 
Other requirements: Must abide by federal VA requirements and guidelines especially 
with regard to patient privacy and confidentiality. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Individual supervision for 
minimum of 1 hour. One hour group supervision depending on rotation and hours on 
site.
Behavioral Health Clinic 
 
The Behavioral Health Clinic provides outpatient mental health services to veterans who manifest a broad range 
of psychiatric disorders and levels of daily functioning. The disparity of these concerns manifest from chronic and 
persistent mental illness to short-term adjustment disorders (i.e., maladaptive response to civilian life after military 
discharges).  A number of these veterans are medically compromised which lends complexity to their 
psychological and functional presentation and ongoing treatment needs.  The BHC staff is multidisciplinary 
including psychiatry, social work, psychology, nursing, and recreation therapy providers whose goals are to tailor 
treatment recommendation to the specific needs of veterans and their spouses. Interventions recommended for 
veterans include individual, couple and group psychotherapy, psycho-educational classes, psychotropic 
medications, and case management services.    
 
Students in this program will provide individual, couple, or group psychotherapy, including specialized groups, 
such as Recovery group.  In addition, students will conduct biopyschosocial interviews and have opportunities to 
conduct psychological assessments geared toward treatment planning. Students will also contribute to case 
conferences, crisis management, and treatment planning.
    Adults, Older Adults                                                                                                                               
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples, Brief, Short-term, Long-term
Personality, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Neuropsychology, Physiological
Eclectic, Cognitive, Behavioral Medicine, Dynamic, Behavioral, Humanistic
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami VA Healthcare System - Neuropsychology
Other
August 2019
Miami VA Healthcare System
Neuropsychology
1201 NW 16th Street, Miami, FL 33125

















WAIS-IV. MMPI-2. Report Writing.




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
16-20+ hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Online training required. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Psychological Assessment. 
Attendance at specific meetings:  Neuropsychology team meeting 
Other requirements:  Knowledge of WAIS-IV and MMPI-2. 
List specific evening hours required:  None 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): Supervision is provided each 
week for at least 1 hour.  
 - Neuropsychological assessment of patients with known or suspected brain disease, 
representing a wide range of diagnoses. Neuropsychological test administration, 
scoring, and interpretation. Report writing experience depending on skill level. 
- Psychodiagnostic interviewing and treatment planning. 
- Neuropsychology case conferences (includes neuropsychology case presentations 
and neuroanatomy didactics), as well as University of Miami Medical school lectures and 
case conferences. 
-Neuropathology Rounds (brain cutting) 
-Neuropsychology journal club 
- Adults, Veterans, English-speaking.
  Adults, Older Adults                                                                                                   
Assessment
Neuropsychology, Psychodiagnostic, Personality, Intelligence
Humanistic
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami VA- The Whole Health Center for Pain Management
Other
August 2019
Miami VA Healthcare System
Psychology
1201 NW 16th Street Miami, FL 3312
Lauren Suarez, PhD
Lauren.Suarez2@va.gov


















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15-20 Hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Online TMS trainings.  
Required Training Prerequisites: Completion of 1 year of practicum prior to start.  
Suggested prerequisites: Basic skills in Acceptance and Commitment Therapy and 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy.  
Attendance at specific meetings: TBD 
Other requirements: N/A 
List specific evening hours required: N/A 
Supervision Requirements (Individual, group, time, day): Individual and group 
supervision.
The Miami VAMC Whole Health Center for Pain Management has operated as a specialty care clinic since 
1995 and is currently staffed by an multidisciplinary team of providers. The team is committed to meeting 
the needs of veterans living with chronic pain through a variety of evidence-based traditional and holistic 
options for pain management. Within this context, psychology offers two weekly pain management groups 
(Pain School and Mindfulness for Pain Management), provides brief individual psychotherapy targeting 
chronic pain, performs pre-procedure assessments for implantable devices, and provides psychoeducation 
to patients regarding behavioral management of chronic conditions. Additionally, psychology is embedded 
within interdisciplinary team meetings, such as the Opioid Risk Review Board. Students learn to function as 
a member of a medical team and utilize a biopsychosocial approach to treatment. Trainees primarily 
conduct psychoeducational presentations regarding pain management,  implement individual pain-focused 
outpatient psychotherapy, facilitate group-based interventions, and conduct pre-procedure assessments. 
Students also have the opportunity to participate in interdisciplinary team meetings and observe pain 
intervention procedures conducted by clinic physicians. This is a half-time rotation. Trainees receive 1 hour 
of supervision per week with a licensed clinical psychologist. 
Adults, Older Adults                              
Group, Individual, Assessment. Brief and targeted intervention
Brief screening measures (e.g. PHQ-9, CSSRS, McGill Pain Assessment, COMM)
Eclectic, Relational-Cultural Theory, ACT, CBT, MBSR, 
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami VA Healthcare System - Polytrauma
Other
August 2019
Miami VA Healthcare System
Psychology (Polytrauma Neuropsychology)
1201 NW 16th Street, Miami, FL 33125






















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
16-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Trainings vary, but are easily completed online. Required 
Medical Center mandatory training, most of which can be completed online prior to 
training.  
Required Training Prerequisites: 
Attendance at specific meetings: Arranged with each supervisor. Placement specific. 
Other requirements: Must abide by federal VA requirements and guidelines especially 
with regard to patient privacy and confidentiality. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Individual supervision for 
minimum of 1 hour. One hour group supervision depending on rotation and hours on 
site.
This rotation provides training in neuropsychological screenings, assessments, and 
interventions for OEF/OIF veterans.  The majority of patient referrals are made through 
the Polytrauma/Post-deployment clinic.  Polytrauma care is for veterans and returning 
service members with injuries to more than one physical region or organ system, one of 
which may be life threatening, and which results in physical, cognitive, psychological, or 
psychosocial impairments and functional disability. Some examples of Polytrauma 
include: Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI); Hearing Loss; Amputations; Fractures; Burns; and 
Visual Impairment.  In this rotation, trainees receive supervised experience in test 
selection, neurobiopsychosocial diagnostic interviewing, writing reports, and providing 
feedback to patients as well as communication of test results to referral sources.  
Trainees may acquire experience in facilitating a Cognitive Rehabilitation group. 
Adults, Veterans                                                                                                                         
Assessment, Brief Psychotherapy, Psychoeducation
Neuropsychological Screenings and Assessments
Cognitive-Behavioral Medicine
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami VA Healthcare System - Rehabilitation
Other
July 2019
Miami VA Healthcare System
Psychology (Rehabilitation)
1201 NW 16th Street, Miami, FL 33125




















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
1st: 16+ hours 2nd: 16-20 hours,  
Days of the week available for practicum are Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday with NO EXCEPTON as they coincide with 
hospital wide clinics (Physical Medicine and Rehab and Amputee Clinic). 
International Students: Please be aware that you will have to obtain a "Pseudo Social Security Number" for on-board 
processing which requires a student visa, endorsement from NSU, and processing at the Social Security Office BEFORE 
initiating VA on-boarding. 
 
Mandatory Training Sessions: Trainings vary, but are easily completed online. Required Medical Center mandatory 
training, most of which can be completed online prior to training.  
Required Training Prerequisites: 
Attendance at specific meetings: Arranged with each supervisor. Placement specific 
Other requirements: Must abide by federal VA requirements and guidelines especially with regard to patient privacy and 
confidentiality. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Individual supervision for minimum of 1 hour. One hour 
group supervision depending on rotation and hours on site.
The Rehabilitation Psychology rotation is focused on improving the health, independence, and quality 
of life of people with disabilities, from acute care throughout the lifespan.  Trainees participating in this 
rotation will follow veterans on the Comprehensive Inpatient Intensive Rehab Program (CIIRP) unit 
which provides a broad exposure to disability populations in short-term inpatient rehabilitation. These 
veterans are often recovering from TBI, stroke, amputation, orthopedic problems, neuromuscular 
disorders, and/or debility. Trainees will conduct rehabilitation-oriented assessments, focusing on the 
psychological, social, and environmental variables that affect adaption to disability, such as coping 
strategies, cognitive and psychological functioning, social skills, substance abuse, personality traits, 
family dynamics, and cultural background. Trainees will provide brief treatment that incorporates 
disability-specific knowledge and seeks to maximize the individual's participation in the rehabilitation 
process.   Trainees will develop interdisciplinary team consultation skills by functioning as an integral 
team member, assessing veterans who have been admitted to the unit, addressing psychological 
barriers, and attending interdisciplinary rounds.  Trainees will facilitate psychotherapy groups for 
veterans with amputations, TBIs, neurological disorders, and/or stroke survivors. 
                              Veterans (Adults, Older Adults)                                                               
Brief Psychotherapy, Brief assessments, Psycho-education
Rehabilitation
Cognitive-Behavioral Medicine/Positive Psychology 
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Miami VA - Sleep Clinic
Other
August 2019
Sleep Disorders Center/Miami VAMC
Psychology Service
1201 N.W. 16th St., Miami, FL 33125



















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Online training through the VA required. 
Required Training Prerequisites: 
Attendance at specific meetings: N/A 
Other requirements: Clinic is 9:30am-5:30pm on Wednesdays and 9:00am-4pm on 
Thursdays. 
List specific evening hours required: N/A 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Supervision occurs during 
clinic hours.
The sleep disorders will provide the student with experience working with a 
multi-disciplinary team comprised of physicians (neurologists, pulmonologists, ENT), 
and a psychologist.  Experiences will include becoming familiar with the diagnostic 
nosology in sleep medicine (International Classification of Sleep Disorders) interviewing 
and diagnosing patients in the sleep disorders clinic, becoming familiar with 
polysomnography (PSG), understanding the results of overnight PSG, and learning 
about appropriate treatment for a wide range of sleep disorders.  Of particular relevance 
to psychology students will be training in behavioral sleep medicine.  This training 
entails applying behavioral therapy to sleep disorders, for example, CBT for insomnia or 
therapy to enhance compliance with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP). 
       Adults, Older Adults, Veterans                                                                                           
Individual, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions)
Behavioral/Cognitive, Physiological
Cognitive, Behavioral medicine, Behavioral
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 




Miami VA Healthcare System
Psychology-Spinal Cord
1201 NW 16th Street, Miami, FL 33125
Lindsey Calle-Coule,Ph.D & Salome Perez, PhD
Salome.Perez@va.gov, Lindsey.Calle-Coule@va.gov















Experienced with MMPI-2 is




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
EL: 15+ hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Trainings vary, but are easily completed online. Require 
Medical Center mandatory training, most of which can be completed online prior to 
training.  
Required Training Prerequisites: 
Attendance at specific meetings: Arranged with each supervisor. Placement specific 
Other requirements: Must abide by federal VA requirements and guidelines especially 
with regard to patient privacy and confidentiality. 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Individual supervision for 
minimum of 1 hour. One hour group supervision depending on rotation and hours on 
site.
The SCI/D rotation offers psychological services to veterans suffering from spinal cord injuries or disorders, 
which include patients with traumatic and non-traumatic spinal cord injuries, or with other diseases affecting 
the central nervous system and physical functioning, such as multiple sclerosis (MS), Amyotrophic Lateral 
Sclerosis (ALS), Human T-lymphotropic Virus (HTLV-1), Guillain-Barre, etc.  The SCI/D unit is comprised of 
a 36-bed inpatient floor as well as the SCI/D Home Care Division, which treats patients in their home 
setting.  It is the primary care medical service for over 350 veterans with spinal cord injuries/disorders in 
South Florida.  Patient referrals are received from Primary Care and from a wide range of specialty 
services, such as Neurology, Oncology, and Immunology.   In addition to working with a behavioral medical 
population, interns also work with psychiatric populations, as some of our patients also struggle with mental 
health disorders such as schizophrenia or bipolar disorders, as well as affective and anxiety disorders. 
The SCI/D rotation provides interns the opportunity to become a member of an interdisciplinary medical 
rehabilitation team.  This interdisciplinary team is comprised of the following:  Attending Physician, Medical 
Resident, Nurse, Psychologist, Social Worker, Physical Therapist, Occupational Therapist, Recreational 
Therapist, and Nutritionist.   Patients discussed range in age from young adult to geriatric.
 Adults, Older Adults                                                                                             
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples, Brief, Short-term, Long-term
Intake evaluations that may include brief cognitive screenings and self-report inventories (e.g, MMSE, BDI, BAI, GDS)
Psychobiosocial, Cognitive-Behavioral, Psychodynamic, Humanistic, Existential
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 




Miami VA Healthcare System
Psychology
1201 NW 16th Street, Miami, FL 33215
Erika Pacheco, Psy.D.
Erika.Pacheco@va.gov

















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
10 - 16 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Trainings vary, but are easily completed online through 
Talent Management System (TMS). Require Medical Center mandatory training. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Completion of at least 1 year previous practicum 
placement. 
Suggested prerequisites: N/A 
Attendance at specific meetings: Arranged with supervisor. Site specific. Other 
requirements: N/A 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 1 hour of individual 
supervision per week. Group supervision or additional supervision to be determined by 
trainees and supervisors schedule, by request or as needed.
Behavioral Health Clinic (BHC) 
 
Trainees will have the opportunity to provide therapeutic, recovery-based and clinical services to veterans 
face-to-face that present with a broad range of psychiatric disorders, medical/health complex histories, and levels of 
daily functioning. Clinical issues range from chronic and persistent mental illness, personality disorders, to short-term 
adjustment disorders. Trainees on this rotation will schedule and conduct consult evaluations, treatment planning, 
crisis management, psycho-education, individual and group psychotherapy, and attend staff meetings. Trainees will 
also have the opportunity to attend intern-led case conferences and inter-professional trainings, seminars, and CEUs. 




Using Tele-Mental Health equipment and procedures, trainees will provide therapeutic interventions including consult 
screening evaluations and treatment planning, individual psychotherapy, and psycho-education for veterans in 
remote locations (Homestead VA CBOC, a satellite clinic of the Miami VAMC; Video on Demand to the veteran's 
home/personal device, and to the North Florida/South Georgia VAHS).
   Adults, Older Adults                                                      
Individual, Groups, Brief, Long-term, Crisis Intervention, Treatment Planning, Psychoeducation
Consult evaluation and brief screenings (i.e., MMSE, C-SSRS, PHQ-9, PCL, GAD-7, etc.)
Eclectic - Cognitive-Behavioral, Recovery-Oriented, Humanistic
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Nicklaus Children's Hospital - Advanced Pediatric Neuropsycholgy
Other
July 2019
Nicklaus (Miami) Children's Hospital
Brain Institute & Psychology Division























Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours (minimum)
Mandatory Training Sessions: Credentialing must be completed one month prior to start date. Prior to 
commencing rotations various trainings must be completed included a brief online hospital orientation, onsite 
training in CPI, training seminars beginning in July, and orientation in August.  
Required Prerequisites: Good general writing skills, emphasizing the preparation of integrated reports. Prior 
coursework in neuropsychology, neuroanatomy, and pathophysiology is required. Coursework in projective and 
development assessment experience is a plus. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Required attendance at monthly Neuropsychology Case Conference and twice a 
month Didactics. Optional, but recommended noon meetings include: Topic-Specific Seminar (Mon), Monthly 
Lunch and Learn (Tues), Monthly Neuropsychology Journal Club (Thurs). Other optional didactics include Grand 
Rounds, Neuroradiology Rounds, Tumor Boards, and Neuro-Oncology Rounds. 
Specific evening hours required: Testing or supervision may occasionally run into the early evening. Journal Club 
meets in the evening. 
Supervision Provided: Individualized and group supervision. We espouse a developmental approach where 
students transition to independent testing (observe, tested for readiness, observed doing testing).
We encourage applications from students with career interests in neuropsychology, who  are seeking to become 
prepared and highly competitive for internship placement. Preference is given to highly motivated individuals with strong 
work ethic who are seeking "real world" experience only available in a hospital setting. While training opportunities are 
particularly well-suited for students with pediatric career trajectories, those with lifespan or adult neuropsychology 
interests are also welcome. Beyond exposure to medically-complex cases, the rotation emphasizes intensive work in 
areas that include rationale for test selection, interpretation, and conceptualization within a developmental context. There 
is also a strong focus on parsimonious and accurate reporting of relevant information as well as provision of 
environmentally valid recommendations. 
 
The Neuropsychology Service collaborates with many departments throughout the hospital to provide state-of-the-art 
evaluations in children with disorder that may affect cognition, behavior, emotional well-being, and social functioning. Our 
Neurosciences Program was recently ranked #11 nationwide among pediatric hospitals. We receive regular referrals 
from the epilepsy program, which is world-renowed for surgical treatment of pediatric seizure disorders. Other frequent 
referral sources include Neuro-Oncology (brain tumors and leukemia), Neurosurgery, Neurogenetics and 
Neuro-Cardiology. Students may have further opportunity for assessment of outpatients presenting with various 
neurodevelopmental disorders. Exceptional students with research interests may have the opportunity to participate in 
ongoing research.
 Children, Adolescents, College-age students, Occasional: Infants and Adults                         
 Neuropsychological Assessments and consultations
 Neuropsychological, intellectual, behavioral/emotional, Forensic, Developmental
 Scientist-practitioner approach with an interdisciplinary team
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________




Division of Psychology - PEDIATRIC HEALTH ROTATION
3100 SW 62nd Avenue, Miami, FL 33155




















Other Required Training Prerequisites (classes, degrees, 




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours (3 days a week)
Mandatory Training Sessions: A one week orientation to the Nicklaus Children's Hospital and Division of 
Psychology is provided in the summer either in July or August. Starting the second Monday of July, all students 
are required to attend Topic Specific Seminar at noon. This takes place every Monday at noon.  
Mandatory Training Prerequisites: Other Required Training Prerequisites (classes, degrees, experience, etc): 
CONSULTATION LIAISON, THERAPY, AND ASSESSMENT PRACTICUM: Practicum students NEED to have 
experience working in a hospital setting or medical clinic, preferable with children and adolescents with chronic 
medical conditions. Students will be assigned 5 outpatients per week in addition to completing consults.  
The student must also have experience, prior knowledge, and a theoretical base in individual psychotherapy. 
Psychoeducational assessment experience is also available, as schedule permits.  
Attendance at specific meetings: Must attend weekly individual supervision and group supervision as well as topic 
specific seminars  
Other requirements: Experience working in a pediatric hospital setting.  
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Students receive 1 hour of individual supervision 
each week and 1 hour of Clinical Group Supervision. Students also participate in weekly topic specific seminars
The program is designed to provide a wide range of clinical experiences with children, 
adolescents, and families. The student will be responsible for providing behavioral 
consultation on the medical floors to children, adolescents, and their families.  
Psychotherapy are also provided to children and adolescents with a wide range of  
behavioral, emotional, and developmental concerns on an outpatient basis. 
                 Infants, Children, Adolescents                                                                                   
Individual, Family, Brief (4-12 Sessions), Short-term (3-6 months)
Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence
Eclectic, Cognitive, Behavioral Medicine, Systems
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________




Division of Psychology - Eating Disorder Rotation





















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours (3 days a week)
Mandatory Training Sessions: A one week orientation to the Nicklaus Children's Hospital and Division of Psychology is provided in 
the summer either in July or August.  
 
Required Training Prerequisites: Other Required Training Prerequisites (classes, degrees, experience, etc): EATING DISORDER 
PRACTICUM: Practicum students NEED to have experience working in a hospital setting or medical clinic, preferable with children 
and adolescents with chronic medical conditions. 
 
The student most also have experience, prior knowledge, and a theoretical base in individual psychotherapy. Psychoeducational 
assessment experience is also available, as schedule permits.  
 
Attendance at specific meetings: Must attend weekly individual supervision and group supervision as well as topic specific seminars. 
 
Other requirements: Experience working in a pediatric hospital setting. 
 
Supervision Requirements (Individual, group, time, day): Students receive 1 hour of individual supervision each week and 1 hour of 
Clinical Group Supervision. Students also participate in weekly topic scientific seminars and weekly eating disorder meeting.
The program is designed to provide a wide range of clinical experiences with children, 
adolescents, and families. The student will be responsible for providing consultation on the 
medical floors to children, adolescents diagnosed with eating disorders and their families. 
Students will provide individual and group therapy inpatient and outpatient with patients 
diagnosed with eating disorders, as well as, other medical health disorders. Students will 
gain valuable experience participating in multi-disciplinary team approach. Students must 
attend Topic Specific Seminar on Mondays at 1200 and Eating Disorder Team Meeting on 
Wednesdays at 12:00. Breakdown of student responsibility is as follows: 
Students will be expected to see 5-8 outpatients a week 
Students will provide individual consultation and therapy to patients on medical floor 
Students will provide inpatient and outpatient groups specific to eating disorders and 
related mental health issues.
 Children, Adolescents                                   
Individual, Family, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months)
Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence
Eclectic, CBT, Family Based Thearpy
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________





3100 SW 62nd Avenue, Miami, FL 33155






















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours per week 
Mandatory Training Sessions: Students must take CPI and CPR before beginning 
practicum. Orientation to Nicklaus Children's Hospital and Department of Psychiatry  
Required Training Prerequisites: Student should have training in psychopathology and 
understanding of the DSM, experience, prior knowledge and theoretical base of 
psychotherapy.  
Attendance at specific meetings: Multidisciplinary team meetings 3 mornings per week  
Supervision Requirements (Individual, group, time, day): Students receive one hour of 
individual supervision per week, plus one hour of group supervision. In addition in vivo 
supervision is provided. Students also participate in three times per week 
multidisciplinary team meetings  with psychologists, psychiatrists, psychiatric fellows, 
residents and nurses, iin which cases are presented and discussed.
This program is housed within the Department of Psychiatry and provides the student 
with an array of clinical experiences with children, adolescents and families. Student is 
responsible for providing psychological treatment to children, adolescents and families 
with a variety of psychopathology including anxiety disorders, mood disorders, trauma, 
psychosis, etc. This year there are three rotations that students can choose from 
1) Inpatient care within our acute stabilization unit 
2) Intensive outpatient treatment program ( IOP) This rotation is primarily groups with 
the  possibility of following  one to two of these patients on an individual basis 
3) Combination of Inpatient and IOP
                  Children, Adolescents, and their families              
Individual, Group, and Family psychotherapy (acute stabilization) 
Integrative, psychodynamic (Attachment; object relations)Systems and Cognitive Behavioral
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Palm Beach County Youth Services Department
Other
August 2019
Palm Beach County Youth Services Department
Education and Training Center















coursework in assessment, 




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: A three-day orientation will take place from August 3rd through August 6th from 8:30am-4:00pm; 
Trainees will be provided with information on how to obtain county ID badge and Level 2 background checks and are responsible 
for completing this before their start date (county pays fees). Mandatory didactic trainings take place weekly on Wednesdays 
9:30am-11:30am. Mandatory group supervision meetings take place weekly on Wednesdays 1:00pm-3:00pm. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Coursework in intellectual assessment, intervention, and ethics (may be concurrent with 
practicum); at least 1 year of experience in face-to-face clinical contact (i.e., conducting intakes, biopsychosocial interviews, and 
some form of therapy). 
Attendance at specific meetings: Wednesdays1:00pm to 3:00pm for group supervision; Wednesdays 9:30am to 11:30am for 
didactic trainings.  
Other requirements: Completion of psychological evaluation batteries and integrated reports; conduct family therapy and intake 
assessments. Trainees are required to audiotape sessions for review with the supervisor. When making changes to class 
schedules each semester, maintaining ongoing client appointments should be prioritized.  
List specific evening hours required: Minimum of 2 evenings (Monday through Thursday) until 7pm. 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Minimum of 1 hour face-to-face individual to be scheduled with 
clinical supervisor and 2 hours of group supervision on Wednesdays from 1:00pm to 3:00pm. An additional hour of supervision 
may be provided by a doctoral intern or postdoctoral fellow. 
The overall goal of the Youth Services Department training program is to support the development of graduate students into professional 
psychologists. The mission of the Youth Services Department is: Growing brighter futures by providing quality services, education,  
and access to resources and opportunities. The clinical training program at the Youth Services Department is offered through the 
Residential Treatment and Family Counseling Division, which offers specialized programs for families who need professional support in 
their efforts to raise healthy functioning children. Through compassionate, caring and comprehensive services, the Division maintains and 
strengthens the integrity of families. Practicum students will work primarily out of the Education and Training Center, providing outpatient 
services. There may also be opportunities to provide services at Highridge Family Center, a residential treatment program that serves 
youth and their families. 
 
The Education and Training Center provides free services to families, parents, children, school personnel, and mental health 
professionals in Palm Beach County. The Education and Training Center also facilitates internship, postdoctoral resident, and practicum 
student placements for doctoral psychology students, as well as field placements for Master's level students from other mental health 
disciplines. 
 
Psychology trainees will be responsible for providing short-term family therapy, intake assessments, case conceptualization, treatment 
planning and implementation, consultation, and case management. Psychology trainees are also expected to complete several full 
battery psychological evaluations over the course of the practicum placement. Trainees may be involved in parent 
training/education/support and conduct outreach activities, including presentations to staff, schools, and community agencies. Trainees 
may offer behavior support interventions in an alternative school setting (Highridge Family Center). 
        Children, Adolescents, Youth (18-22), Families                                                                                         
Family Therapy, Crisis Intervention, Group, Parent Education, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months)
Personality, Social/Emotional, Behavioral/Cognitive, Intelligence, Achievement
Integrative, Systems, Behavioral, Cognitive-Behavioral
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Pediatric Psychology Associates' Growing Tree Foundation
Other
July 2018
Pediatric Psychology Associates' Growing Tree Foundation
Psychology















PSY 1408: Child and Adolescent 




Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15-20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: Social skills group training, behavior modification, specialty pediatric assessment instruments. 
Required Training Prerequisites: General: Good assessment skills (or a willingness to develop these skills) are required as well 
as report writing skills. Experience with behavioral and cognitive-behavioral approaches to treatment.  A background or interest 
in autism spectrum disorders is needed.  Students are expected to display professional and ethical conduct at all times. 
Suggested prerequisites: Courses and/or Experience in Behavioral Assessment and Treatment, Parent Focused Interventions 
(PSY 4692), Child and Adolescent Development (PSY 1405), Behavioral Assessment (PSY 2509), Child and Adolescent 
Intervention (PSY 2604), Case Conceptualization (PSY 2606) [These courses can be taken concurrently with the practicum, and 
though not required will be helpful]. Experiences working with children in diverse settings (e.g., schools, extracurricular activities 
such as sports or summer camps). 
Attendance at specific meetings: Weekly group supervision scheduled by semester.  Individual supervision to be scheduled.   
Other requirements: Reliable transportation.- Hours to be performed in office, school and other environments 
List specific evening hours required: Some evenings (availability of one day until 8 pm), as well as one Saturday per month 
(depending on assigned rotations) 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Supervision held in groups and individual format each week for a 
minimum of 45 minutes per week. Multiple opportunities for modeling, role-play, observation and feedback of various clinical 
skills will also occur throughout the practicum. 
 Infants, Children, Adolescents, College Students, Adults                                        
Individual, Family, Consultation, Group, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+months)
Cognitive, Behavioral, Systems
✔
Some opportunities for participation in academic screenings may be available.
Pediatric psychology Associates growing tree foundation serves children, adolescents, 
and families. Our patients typically present with conditions including mood disorders, 
anxiety, ADHD, learning disabilities, autism, disruptive behaviors, and other 
emotional/behavioral concerns (including family/divorce issues, grief, etc.).  
 
Types of services offered include individual and family therapy, group therapy, social 
skills training, consultations, and behavioral programming. Experiences will also include 
opportunities for interaction with professionals in other disciplines including medical, 
education, occupational therapy, speech/language pathology, etc.  There will also be 
opportunities to prepare and provide presentations alongside with license psychologist 
to various groups in the community. Practicum students in the summer will also happy 
opportunity to be part of specialty camps for children with autism spectrum disorders.
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TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 






7700 Renfrew Lane, Coconut Creek, FL 33073





















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: There is a 1 week orientation to the practicum site and this will occur the week BEFORE the semester start date (we do work to 
accommodate student's schedules as much as possible).  
Required Training Prerequisites: It is recommended that students have had a clinical (therapy) rotation prior to starting. Working on a team and within a 
therapeutic milieu is required. Security Clearance is required PRIOR to starting.  
Suggested prerequisites: Clinical interview experience, work with personality disorders, CBT and/or DBT psychotherapy experience.  
Note: Students currently struggling with eating disorder behaviors should not apply. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Group supervision on Thursdays from 2:00 to 4:00 PM is MANDATORY.  
Other requirements: Students are required to eat meals with the patients and consume what the patients are asked to eat (any dietary restrictions/allergies 
need to be discussed during the interview process).  Schedule will include 2 full days and one half day at the facility. Hours will be Monday – Friday 8:00AM – 
4:00PM, or 9-5p, for full day and 8/9:00AM – 12/1:00PM or 12/1:00PM – 4/5:00PM on a half day, and either a Monday or Friday MUST be worked. Due to the 
nature of residential treatment, The Renfrew Center works to accommodate holidays and vacations, however staff may be required to work on holidays and 
during winter/spring break. Additionally students are not able to take extended vacation / time off during the year due to the intensity of the case loads.  
Students should have strong interpersonal skills, be flexible, and have the ability to manage time and stress well. This population can be challenging and 
students will be challenged throughout the year. Students will work with patients with a variety of diagnoses, including personality disorders, trauma, and 
substance use disorders. 
List specific evening hours required: Limited to none. 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Group supervision is scehduled for 2 hours per week and individual supervision will be provided 
for at least 1 hour per week. In addition to team meetings, in-services may be provided 1-2 times each month. The Renfrew Center will attempt to meet 
students’ special interests and provides supervision in those areas. 
The Renfrew Center is a residential treatment center for women. Focus is on treatment of 
eating disorders, abuse survivor issues, dissociative disorders, chemical 
dependency/abuse, depression, and anxiety disorders. Population is primarily English 
speaking. Treatment includes individual, group, family therapy, and expressive therapy. 
Orientation will include comprehensive training to The Renfrew Center's treatment model. 
Opportunity for observing other therapy modalities: Art and Dance-Movement. The 
practicum student will provide group therapy, meal-time support therapy, and individual 
therapy. Another large part of this practicum is milieu management and crisis intervention 
with patients.  Students will have the opportunity to work as part of a treatment team and 
will be afforded the opportunity to participate in weekly treatment team rounds as well as 
“mini-team” meetings that occur.  Students may have limited opportunities to observe 
utilization reviews (insurance reviews). Limited testing opportunities. 
            Adolescents, College Students, Adults, Older Adults                                      
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Group, Couples, Brief (4-12sessions), Short-term (3-6 months)
No routine assessments conducted. Given on a case-by-case basis, brief and informal.
Trans-diagnostic, Cognitive, Behavioral, Humanistic, Systems
✔ 144








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Ruth Rales Jewish Family Services
Other
July 2019
Ruth & Norman Rales Jewish Family Services
Clinical

















Knowledge of, and experience
with, intellectual assessment and objective and projective personality assessment. 
✔
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Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
2nd: 15 hours, EL: 20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: 
Required Training Prerequisites: Experience in therapeutic relationships and maintaining case 
records is required. 
Suggested prerequisites: course in assessment of children and adolescents is suggested, as well 
as coursework in clinical diagnosis. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Students are required to attend monthly staff meetings and 
weekly case conferences on Friday mornings. 
Other requirements: Some psychological testing. Co-facilitate at least 1 weekly group. 
List specific evening hours required: Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday evening until 8:30PM (at 
least one evening per week required) 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): Individual supervision 1-2 hours/week. 
Group consultation 1-2 hours/week.
Ruth & Norman Rales Jewish Family Services is a private, non-profit outpatient agency 
serving the needs of children, adolescents, adults, and seniors in individual, group, 
marital, family, and therapeutic and psychoeducational group modalities. A broad range 
of diagnostic problems are treated. Other services provided include psychological and 
psychoeducational testing.
       Children, Adolescents, College Students, Adults, Older Adults                                      
Individual, Family, Crisis Intervention, Couples, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+months)
Educational, Intellectual, Behavioral/Cognitive
Eclectic, Cognitive, Dynamic, Behavioral, Humanistic, Systems
✔ 146








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Sport Psychology @ Henderson Student Counseling Services
Other
July 2019
Henderson Behavioral Health 
Henderson Student Counseling Services
3440 S. University Dr., Davie, FL 33328
Erika Aguilar Correa, Psy. D. / Robert E. Seifer, Ph. D. 
dfutterman@hendersonbh.org/ecorrea@hendersonbh.org/seiferro@nova.edu


















Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
20 hours, 20 hours + if wanted 
Additional Required Training Prerequisites:   Recommended PSY 4689 Sport Psychology, experience working 
with mental performance enhancement techniques and sport psychology related issues in college athletes. Also 
must have prior clinical experience with adults.  
 
Mandatory Training Sessions: Four day orientation - Monday - Thursday- of the second week of each month there 
is a new employee orientation. All students must complete this training prior to beginning practicum. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Permit the student to tape sessions    
Attendance at specific meetings:  NSU Sports Medicine Team Meeting, Wednesdays 8a-9a 
Other requirements: Supervision will be provided by both Dr. Correa via Henderson and Dr. Seifer via NSU. 
List specific evening hours required: None – Hours will be split between NSU Sports Psychology Clinic and 
Henderson Student Counseling Services office.  
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): 2 hours mandatory weekly - 1 hour provided by Dr. 
Correa at Henderson Student Counseling and 1 hour provided by Dr. Seifer at NSU.  Additional hours provided as 
needed based on the number of clients being seen and clinical progress of student. 
Henderson Behavioral Health provides counseling services for the student body of Nova 
Southeastern University through Henderson Student Counseling Services. The center 
provides treatment to a broad array of adult students across the age spectrum who 
present with problems ranging from mild/moderate impairments and situational issues to 
severe mental illness.  The Counseling Center employs a non-diagnostic model due to 
the population served.  The treatment model is a bio-psychosocial approach utilizing 
individual, family, and couples psychotherapy. Psychiatric services are also available. 
This site will be proving the opportunity for student to experience 2 programs/protocols 
including the NSU Sports Psychology Clinic and Henderson Student Counseling 
Services in order to provide the concentration for Sports Psychology through the 
partnership with Dr. Seifer.
    College Students - Undergraduate Student Athletes                                                     
Individual, Crisis Intervention, Couples, Brief  Therapy, Sports Performance(10 sessions)
Behavioral/Cognitive
Eclectic, Cognitive, Behavioral, Systems, Humanistic
✔ 148








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
University of Miami Autism Spectrum Assessment Clinic (ASAC)
Other
July 2019
University of Miami Autism Spectrum Assessment Clinic (ASAC)
Psychology
5665 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Flipse Bldg.  2nd floor, Coral Gables, FL 33146














Testing Experience (e.g., administering & scoring cognitive, behavioral, & academic measures to children; writing integrated reports). 
✔ $8 full day
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Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
8-11 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: None 
Required Training Prerequisites: Frequently administered tests include but are not limited to MSEL, WPPSI-IV, WISC-V, WAIS-IV, 
KABC-II, DAS-II, BDI-2, WIAT-III, WJA-IV, WJC-IV, VMI-6, BRIEF, BASC-3, Vineland-3, ABAS-3, NEPSY-II, as well as the ADOS-2 
and ADI-R (students do NOT need experience with all tests, but should have experience with some). Students must be skilled in 
interpreting test data and writing psychological reports. Students must be interested in ASD population. Knowledgeable about 
behavioral therapy and CBT techniques is strongly preferred. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Feedbacks, school observations, additional supervision, therapy cases, and social skills groups 
may be scheduled at other times during the week, depending on students’ schedules.  
Other requirements: Must be available on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, or Thursdays between 9:00 AM and 1:00 PM for testing. Students 
are expected to complete (i.e., integrate data into written report) 1 to 2 assessments per month. Students must be available to take 
on individual/family therapy cases and/or social skills groups which typically occur in afternoons/evenings (Mondays-Thursdays).  
List specific evening hours required: None for testing. However, therapy cases and social skills groups typically take place in 
afternoon/evening. 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): Supervised by clinical faculty and licensed clinical psychologists. 
Minimum of 1 hour group supervision per week for therapy cases; 1 hour individual supervision per week for assessment cases. 
Additional ongoing group and individual supervision are provided as needed. 
The Autism Spectrum Assessment Clinic (ASAC), located on the University of Miami’s Coral Gables campus, provides comprehensive 
diagnostic and psycho-educational evaluations to children, adolescents, & adults who are seeking clarification about an autism spectrum 
diagnosis. Additionally, ASAC offers therapy, Parent-Child Interaction Therapy, and social skills groups to individuals who are on the autism 
spectrum. Because ASAC is a specialty clinic, it is important that practicum students have experience with psychological testing and report 
writing; experience with autism is also preferred. Clients come from the South Florida community, as well as other states & countries. Thus, 
trainees gain experience in working with clients from many different countries, ethnicities, & cultural backgrounds. Bilingual (Spanish) testing 
experiences are available. 
Assessments incorporate a variety of cognitive measures, autism measures, including the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule, Second 
Edition (ADOS-2) and the Autism Diagnostic Interview, Revised (ADI-R), academic achievement as needed, adaptive behavior scales, 
parent/teacher rating scales, language assessments, and systematic reviews of previous evaluations. Additional emotional, behavioral, and 
personality measures are administered as needed. Training on the ADOS-2 and ADI-R will be provided. Students will learn how to choose 
appropriate tests for the referral question (and given the client’s level of functioning), interpret test data, provide appropriate treatment 
recommendations based on best practices, work with behaviorally challenging children, and provide difficult diagnoses to families. Trainees 
may also participate in school observations.  
Trainees have the opportunity to conduct individual and family therapy for children and adults who have ASD and co-morbid anxiety, 
depression, and other difficulties. CBT is primary mode of treatment, and clients are verbal and have the cognitive and language skills needed 
for CBT. Social skills training is almost always included in therapy. Trainees may also participate in social skills groups, which are typically 
held one night per week during each semester (9 weeks). The social skills groups are based on evidence-based manualized protocols, and 
are targeted for school aged-children with ASD. Trainees may also have the opportunity to participate in Parent-Child Interaction Therapy 
(PCIT) with ASD participants depending on their qualifications. Research opportunities are available in PCIT, social skills groups, etc.
   Children (8 months+), Adolescents, Adults, Older Adults                                            
Individual, Family, Group, Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Behavioral/Cognitive, Developmental, Diagnostic, Intelligence, Neuropsychology, Personality
Behavioral, CBT, E/RP, Educational
✔ 150








TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
University of Miami Child and Adolescent Mood and Anxiety Treatment Program
Other
July 2019
Child and Adolescent Mood and Anxiety Treatment Program at the University of Miami
Department of Psychology
5665 Ponce de Leon Blvd. Flipse Bldg. Room 315, Coral Gables, 33146













We will take Spanish or non-Spanish speakers, 
but more important than this are students with a strong interest in and/or aptitude for EBTs or clinical research with youth. 
✔
✔ Costs vary by location.
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Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15 hours
Taping: Non-IRB protected cases only, unless supervisor at NSU is CITI certified and added to protocol. 
Mandatory Training Sessions: We require training sessions on grant-specific and general CAMAT regulatory procedures, as well 
as general site procedures and training in the Unified Protocols for Children and Adolescents. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Generally, we conduct required trainings in August and practicum student(s) would be required 
to attend these, although we occasionally provide these at differing intervals over Summer and in the academic year. Those 
wishing to train as an independent evaluator for the COMET study may be required to participate in additional training. 
Attendance at specific meetings: 1-2 hour therapy supervision hours and 2 hour assessment supervision hours weekly, 
additional research meetings are optional 
Other requirements: 
List specific evening hours required: Some evenings are required (no later than 7:30pm) due to child assessment and therapy 
scheduling needs 
# Direct clinical contact hours/week: Elective practicum: 8+ hours; 2nd year practicum: 15 hours 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 1-2 hours of group therapy supervision/weekly, 2 hours of 
assessment supervision/weekly; additional individual supervision provided as needed; Dr. Amy Beaumont is primary supervisor 
for all NSU students at CAMAT.
The Child and Adolescent Mood and Anxiety Treatment (CAMAT) program in the Department of Psychology at 
the University of Miami is a clinical research and service program dedicated to developing and testing 
state-of-the-art treatment approaches for anxiety and depression in children and adolescents.  Some of our 
treatment programs are funded by research grants and other resources that allow us to provide diagnostic 
assessments and evidence-based treatment to children and adolescents at low- to no-cost. Other clinical 
assessment and treatment services are generally provided to families on a sliding scale, with appropriate 
documentation of current family income. At the CAMAT program, the majority of our research and clinical service 
focuses on various types of cognitive behavior therapy for children and adolescents with anxiety and/or 
depression, with an emphasis on the provision of the Unified Protocols for the Treatment of Emotional Disorders 
in Children and Adolescents. We are currently recruiting children and adolescents for treatment of any anxiety, 
obsessive-compulsive spectrum or depressive disorder for both clinical research studies and fee-for-service 
therapy options. At CAMAT, practicum students will get intensive training in evidence-based assessment and 
therapy for youth emotional disorders and should expect and desire this as a prerequisite. Students with some 
preexisting knowledge of and specific interest in behavior therapy and interventions research, as well as those 
with Spanish language skills are particularly desired as practicum students, but not required.
  Children, Adolescents                                                                                        












TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
University of Miami Miller School of Medicine- Neuropsychology- Department of Psychiatry
Other
August 2019
University of Miami School of Medicine
Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences
1695 NW 9th avenue























Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
16 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions:  
Required Training Prerequisites: Intellectual testing and psychological testing courses are required.  
Suggested prerequisites: Neuropsychology concentration courses are not required, but preferred.  
Attendance at specific meetings:  
Other requirements: All UM volunteer service requirements including tuberculosis screening must 
be completed prior to having direct patient contact. First, second or elective practicum students 
interested in the science and practice of neuropsychology.  
Practicum students must commit to one year of training.  Exceptions are made for elective 
practicum students that will be transitioning into internship, where a complete year is not required.   
List specific evening hours required:  
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 
The UM Division of Neuropsychology, Department of Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences offers a year-long practicum training opportunity 
for doctoral students interested in participating in NIH funded clinical research, as well as clinical training on the medical school campus 
at Jackson Memorial Medical Center.  Populations include pediatric (~20%), adult (20%) and geriatric (60%) patients with a wide array of 
neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders. While training under the clinical services of Drs. Loewenstein and Curiel, students will learn 
the skills necessary for clinical interviewing, standardized administration of a wide range of neuropsychological and psychological 
measures, learn to accurately score and interpret test data, develop a greater understanding of psychometrics, and begin to establish the 
basics of comprehensive report writing skills. Attendance and participation in our bi-weekly didactic trainings, and bi-weekly Grand 
Rounds sessions is strongly encouraged.  Practicum students receive one-on-one and group supervision weekly.   Students are 
encouraged to explore their scholarly interests and submission of posters to scientific conferences is strongly encouraged. 
 
Students training under the clinical service of Dr. Hernandez-Cardenache will receive two hours of group supervision and 1-2 hours of 
individual supervision per week. The students will be trained in test administration, interpretation, and the essentials of professional 
neuropsychology report writing. This clinical service offers training in working with a diverse set of neuropathologies including Adult 
ADHD, Traumatic Brain Injury, Stroke, and Neurodegenerative Disorders. The age populations are 60% adults, 20% geriatric, and 20% 
Children and Adolescents. Our Neuropsychology Clinics are on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, and all externs are required to 
attend our didactic Neuroscience series, and attendance at Grand Rounds Seminars and Brain Cuttings (Neuropathology) are strongly 
encouraged. Opportunities to participate in research studies are available for students interested in the ongoing research projects or 
poster presentations at national conferences. 













TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
University of Miami Miller School of Medicine Neurology Neuropsychology Practicum
Other
July 2019
University of Miami Miller School of Medicine
Department of Neurology

























Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
16 hours on site
Mandatory Training Sessions: Workshop on neuropsychological instruments. 
Required Training Prerequisites: Experience in intellectual and neuropsych assessment 
Suggested Prerequisites: Courses in neuropychology 
Attendance at specific meetings:Neuropsychology rounds, case conferences, neurology 
and psychiatry grand rounds 
Other requirements: 2 days per week at practicum 
List specific evening hours required: Once a week group supervision from 5:00-7:00 pm 
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 2-3 hour weekly group 
supervision, 1-2 hour individual supervision. 
The Division of Neuropsychology, Department of Neurology at the University of Miami Miller School 
of Medicine is accepting practicum students who are interested in neuropsychological assessment 
experience with adults age 18 to 80+ years (adolescents and school age children on a limited 
basis). Practicum students are involved in clinical activities, and research opportunities are 
available based upon interest and availability. Practicum students will receive extensive clinical 
training evaluating an ethnically diverse population of patients with a broad range of neurologic 
disorders including dementia, Parkinson’s disease, hydrocephalus, epilepsy, traumatic brain injury, 
and stroke, with a significant emphasis in the assessment of patients with intractable seizures that 
are being considered for epilepsy surgery. Evaluations consist of clinical interview, a flexible battery 
of neuropsychological tests, scoring, and report writing. Students should have previous assessment 
and report writing experience. Ongoing research projects in our division include studies of epilepsy, 
traumatic brain injury, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple sclerosis, dementia, stroke, and 
Parkinson’s disease. Several studies are funded by federal grants. 













TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
Well Path Recovery Solutions
Other
July 2019
Wellpath Recovery Solutions/South Florida State Hospital
Psychology
























Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
South Florida State Hospital is a 350 adult inpatient psychiatric treatment facility 
managed by Wellpath Recovery Solutions. Persons served encompass a broad range of 
ethnic background and mental health needs. Practicum experience will include 
individual and group therapy, consultations and psychological assessments. Students 
will have the opportunity to participate in the psychology seminar, and psychology case 
conference. 
2nd year: 20 hours
Mandatory Training Sessions: 8 days (first week of August) *Hospital orientation is the 
first week of each month. Psychology orientation is the second week in August, which 
they MUST attend. 
Required Training Prerequisites: adult psychopathology, SMI concentration preferred.  
Attendance at specific meetings: Must present in case conference at least once every 
6-8 weeks. 
Other requirements: Minimum of 1 didactic presentation; case conference presentation 
approximately once every 2 months. *Case conference occurs every Wednesday 8am 
List specific evening hours required: None 
Supervision Requirements (individual, group, time, day): Individual supervision with 
psychologist. Group supervision with psychologist, intern, and/or psychology resident. 
     Adults, Older Adults                                                                                           












TOTAL PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 20      -20     YEAR 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
1. Total number of students we will take from Nova: __ __ (a + b)
a) Number of summer starts: __ __ (a) 
b) Number of fall starts: __ __ (b) 
2. Number of students by year (should equal # of total students in #1 above)
x 1st year practicum students: __ __
x 2nd year practicum students: __ __
x Elective practicum students: __ __
CHECK ALL SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING A 
PRACTICUM AT YOUR AGENCY 
THIS SECTION MUST BE FILLED IN EVERY YEAR 
_ _What Level Screen Req’d? _ _Interview Required 
_ _Fingerprints Required 
Proof of Immunization _ _Do YOU conduct the
background checks 
_ _Spanish Speakers Only
Drug Test Required? _ _Do YOU conduct the drug
tests 
_ _TB Screening Required 
_ _Physical Required _ _Proof of Health Insurance Required 
_ _Physician's Statement of 
Readiness for Practicum Req’d 
_ _ Additional Required Training Prerequisites: (classes, degrees, experience, etc. that is
outside of the regular required curriculum/grades): Students must take:
_  _ Are there mandatory training sessions before starting? If yes, describe:
See “Site Requirements” below 
NEW: Are there costs to park?         NO         YES    If yes, how much per day? _______________
West Palm Beach VA Medical Center
Other
July 2019
West Palm Beach Veteran Affairs Medical Center
Psychology Section, Mental Health and Behavioral Sciences Service
7305 N. Military Trail, West Palm Beach, FL 33410























Hours and Days of Week Required for Practicum ote  for st year and e ecti e students 
t e num er of ours s ou d ran e from  to  er eek  and  to  er eek for 
second year students  ote  t e on y t in  t at takes recedent o er racticum ours are 
o e e of Psyc o o y doctora  c ass ours : 
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC SITE REQUIREMENTS  ords or ess : 
SHORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (2 0 words or less):





e  n  ec   er Your e's A y o ee  e o o ng e u re en s  Does your site 
meet ALL of the following criteria for a student to get a clinical (therapy) case for his or her CCE 
(Clinical Competency Exam): (a) he or she can tape sessions; (b) the sessions involve a treatment 
intervention (not assessment or testing); (c) e n er en on or er y  your gency cons s s 
o   e s   sess ons  one o  c  c n e e ssess en  and (d) the student will see enough 
patients at your agency throughout the year to get an adequate number of possible CCE cases. 
Y       
15-20 hours
Mandatory Training sessions: 1-2 days individualized orientation during first semester of 
practicum 
Required Training Prerequisites: Course work and some at least minimal experience in 
conducting initial interviews and assessments, developing treatment plan and providing 
individual and group counseling. 
Attendance at specific meetings: Team and clinical meetings for rotation 
Other requirements: None 
List specific evening hours required: Not required.  
Supervision Requirements (e.g., individual, group, time, day): 1-3 hours/week in 
individual format with 1 supervisor 
The West Palm Beach VAMC provides health care to eligible veterans in a seven-county area along Florida's Treasure Coast. The 
pre-doctoral psychology practicum trainee will function as a member of the PTSD or PCMHI team and will be working under the supervision of 
a licensed psychologist.  
 
The Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) Clinic provides services to veterans diagnosed with PTSD related to combat and military sexual 
trauma, as well as other military and civilian traumas. Treatment focuses on time-limited models that promote recovery, emphasize the 
delivery of EBT’s (PE, CPT), and may also include psychoeducation and skills-based interventions to manage symptoms. Services are 
delivered through group and individual modalities, with most patients engaging in 1:1 psychotherapy. Trainees will be involved in assessment, 
treatment planning, providing individual, group, and family therapy, and discharge planning. 
 
The Primary Care Behavioral Health Integration (PCMHI) clinicians provide psychological assessment and interventions to veterans seen at 
the WPB VAMC Primary Care Clinics. The trainee will gain experience in initial assessment and triage of patients presenting with a wide array 
of presenting problems including: mood disorders, anxiety and PTSD, substance abuse, sleep disorders, chronic pain, grief and loss, 
compliance issues, and other life stresses.  
 
The trainee will participate in case conferences, team meetings, and didactics when available. A trainee working in this facility will have the 
opportunity to gain experience in providing consultation and support to other providers on the team, and to gain experience in dealing with 
ethical and professional issues and challenges that psychologists address working in this setting. The training experience at WPB VAMC will 
be in either the PCBH clinic or the PTSD clinic as outlined. Applicants are advised that applying to this practicum site suggests openness to 
either opportunity. 
 Adults, Older Adults                                                                                     
Individual, Group, Couples, Crisis Intervention, Brief (4-12 sessions), Short-term (3-6 months), Long-term (6+ months)
Self-report measures, Cognitive screens, personality assessments
Cognitive Behavioral and Integrative approaches
✔ 160
